A LAST WORD.

SO MANY THINGS HAPPENING in the CHURCH and in the WORLD = that we want you = as a "MUST!" to obtain certain MAGAZINES - such as "CHRISTIAN NEWS" = P.O. Box 168, NEW HAVEN, MO 63068. $15.00 per Year U.S. CANADA & FOREIGN = $18.00 U.S. They have sort of gone: TOGETHER with "CHRISTIAN BEACON" and "CARL McINTIRE." They give you BOTH SIDES of ISSUES. They take up FORD'S THEOLOGY against ADVENTISTS - although we fail to see ANY DIFFERENCE. They VOTED that there SHOULD BE = NO DIFFERENCE! "IN COMMON!" RH Dec. 18, 1969. p,20. PREDICTED in GC 445. No "DIFFERENCE" can be seen. COL 408 (419) RH Oct. 31, 1899. But then a "CRISIS!" and the DIFFERENCE is SEEN = in the "OMEGA!" of their APOSTASY = TOO LATE! COL 411-2. STAY with THEM to the BITTER END = and it WILL be "THE END!" (OF THEIR PROBATION!) T5:211-2.

HOW GLAD WE ARE THAT WE KNOW THIS =

We are NOT "GUESSING!" = We "KNOW!" We want YOU to know this also. That you will be held GUILTY of "THEIR SINS!" and PARTAKE of their "PLAGUES!" T3:269,271. RH 2:49,50. What else can you read into T5:211-2 = ??? A BRAND NEW "MOVEMENT" SHALL "COME!" GC 464. TM 409. We will let your SHYSTER "LEADERS!" = FUME and SWEAT and DISTORT and SCHEME = how they can turn WHITE into BLACK and BLACK into WHITE = to PROTECT the "HOLY CITY!" = but the "END!" is not many DAYS AWAY! You are going to "COVER-UP!" for THEM = to the LAST MOMENT = ??? "AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH!" "And the FLOOD came and took them all away!" Seventh-day Adventists = "...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. What sort of "SCUM!" do you have there = that refuse to tell you that it is FATAL to stay in the "HOLY CITY!" = once you see the "SIGNS" of when to FLEE! Do you KNOW what they ARE? Perhaps this Paper will tell you = LOOK for it...
"HOUR OF TEMPTATION"

Well = what are you going to do = when "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION" catches up to you = ??? You are going to do = NOTHING = !!! Tell me ONE WRITER that even so much as MENTIONS it = they MENTION just the OPPOSITE!!!

WHAT IS THE OPPOSITE = ???

Well = first of all = what is the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION" = ??? I just Wonder how LONG it would take the average SDA (or even Minister!) to find it = ??? Maybe I should not even tell you = let you LOOK for it! Do you know HOW you would find it = ??? It is in Rev. 3:10. He will "KEEP" the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH = in the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION." No one told you this = did they=??? They told you about WILSON = and 10,000 others CATERWAULING in the same Key = BAWLING for the "POWER!" "LORD - we are the men of the HOUR! LORD = grant us Thy "POWER!" He had all the King's men and all the King's Horses = BAWLING in the MANILA DESERT = "POWER! POWER! POWER!" As usual = they picked up the Cue from the OTHER CHURCHES = PENTECOSTALISM = "POWER! POWER! POWER!"

IS THAT THE "HOUR OF TEMPTATION = ???"

If so - why did JOHN THE REVELATOR MAKE A MISTAKE = ??? Why did he not slip that down under "LAODICEA!" = Rev. 3:18 or 19 = ??? Why way up in verse 10 = ??? The whole thing does not Sound so Hot = anyway. Why is it called the Hour of "TEMTATION = ???" Must be a REASON! Because whoever falls under verse 10 = are "KEPT!" from it! Does not Sound so Hot to be "IN" it! Keep "OUT!" of it! He will save us "FROM" it = !!! Not save us "IN" it.

ALRIGHT - HAVE YOU FOUND IT YET = ???

Have you gone to the INDEX = the FRONT PART = and looked for it under Rev. 3:10 = ??? THE MOST IMPORTANT SUBJECT IN ALL THE BIBLE = !!! ONLY FOR THE SAINTS LIVING IN THE LAST MOMENT OF TIME!
WHAT IS IT and WHEN IS IT = ???

ONLY ONCE IN ALL HISTORY. And why does the Church tell us "NOTHING!" about it = ???. We know the reason = but do YOU = ???. Where are all those "PROPHETS" who claim to "BELIEVE" in PHILADELPHIA = ???. And then see the TROUBLE they get into = and WELCH = do a DOUBLE-TAKE and BACK-WASH = DROP it as too Hot a Subject to stick to. JOE MANISCALCO = MARTY WOLD = "PHILADELPHIA" will be "KEPT" in the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION - !!!". But they got in so much HOT WATER for even DARING to MENTION = "PHILADELPHIA" and some how believe they will AVOID TROUBLE if they do as URIAH SMITH DID = "GUILLOTINE" Philadelphia = NAIL the COFFIN DOWN = in 1844 = !!! Not only will they NOT avoid TROUBLE = by pulling on the ROPE to hang PHILADELPHIA to PLEASE the "SENSELESS RABBLE!" = but they will be HUNG THEMSELVES!

THE ANSWER IS SIMPLE = A-B-C

(A) WILSON gets his WISH = the "POWER!" to PERFORM MIRACLES = RAISE THE DEAD! Who does this? READ it in SM 2:54. MM 88. Those who have "DEPARTED FROM" the FAITH! It has to be some one that was "IN" the FAITH = in the MOST HOLY PLACE. And couldn't stand to be COLD and all "ALONE!" So for "COMPANY" = they JOIN the MOB = OUT of the ARK! And SATAN honors them by giving them the "POWER!" that WILSON is SCREAMING for...

(B) We will turn our eyes away from the REAL "POWER!" because those who do receive it when the TIME COMES = do not do it as the HOLY ROLLERS DO - PUSH it out in FRONT = as the most Important thing in the World = but these things shall "FOLLOW" those who "BELIEVE." BELIEVE (FIRST!) = POWER (SECOND!) That's the way Old Time Adventist Preachers used to tell us = it is the FAKE that PUSHES it to the FRONT = SEE! HOW WONDERFUL I AM - !!! (JIMMY SWAGGART TYPE!) = (CARTER OF AUSTRALIA!) = The very Heart and Soul of "LOR" = "NEW AGE" = and "CELEBRATION CHURCH!" "...used MESMERISM (LOR) to gain ADHERENTS, and the (LAODICEAN) PEOPLE would REJOICE...!!!" EW 44, 59, 87.

WE HAVE ALWAYS CONTENTED = (for 59 Years!)

That the "SEALING" = is the Key to it all = !!! Let's put a few things together:
****(1) = "I SAW THE THIRD ANGEL POINTING UPWARDS (Through the Nebula of Orion! EW 41)...the "WAY!" to the "HOLIEST" of the Heavenly Sanctuary. As they "BY FAITH!" ENTER the MOST HOLY = they find JESUS!"
EW 254-5.

****(2) = This is the "ANCHOR" that will keep us.
EW 256. SG 1:166.

****(3) = Speaking of "POWER!" = this is where we receive the "POWER!" of God = !!! EW 55. "1846 BROADSIDE!" That is why SATAN has used his Agents to invent every Kind of THEORY = to divert us from the
MOST HOLY PLACE.

****(4) = Written as PLAINLY as it CAN be WRITTEN!!! Those who "DEPART FROM THE FAITH" = to please the Adventist or Awakening Leadership = and venture in our Meetings at OAKHURST, CALIFORNIA in 1959-1960 with D.L.FRIEND = BACK into the FIRST APARTMENT = or with HUDSON = BRINSMEAD = WRIGHT = way "OUT!" in the "OUTER COURT!" in 1960 = or with LESLIE HARDINGE in the General Conference Session = 1970 = or with WILSON = EVA = HAMILL in 1980 = with FORD = deny the Relevance of the 1844 SANCTUARY TRUTHS (as did WAGGNER! in his "LAST CONFESSIONAL!" "AT ONCE!" receive the "UNHOLY INFLUENCE OF SATAN!" EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE. EW 43, 78,261,268. (Find "HOUR OF TEMPTATION" = EW 278-9. Also "POWER!")

WE THOUGHT IT WAS AN EXAGGERATION =

YOU THOUGHT IT WAS AN EXAGGERATION = EVERYONE THAT EVER READ IT = THOUGHT IT WAS AN EXAGGERATION. OUR MAIN TEXT = T5:211-2. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" Oh, no! It does not really mean "ALL!" But we hung on = through the Years = it says: "ALL!" There is no use arguing with the Word of God. (or the "VOICE OF GOD............") So there is only one thing left for us to do!

EXPLAIN IT = !!! IT DOES MEAN "ALL!"

We have 3 or 4 Texts to PROVE it is "ALL!" And then we come back to "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" = also called: "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" = Book 4. THE FIRST CHAPTER.

MOVE (1) = THE JEWS wanted their "HOLY CITY" to be Victorious over the ROMANS.

MOVE (2) = They wanted "CHRIST" to FEED and HEAL their ARMIES.
MOVE (3) = He told them they were ENSLAVED to ROME = because of their SINS.

MOVE (4) = That if they REBELLED against their Status = they would be REBELLING against GOD!

MOVE (5) = Then they would but add SIN to SIN = because "He that LIVES by the SWORD = will DIE by the SWORD." "BLESSED ARE THE PEACE-MAKERS!" (Called: "BEAUTITUDES")

MOVE (6) = This "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" caused the Jews to pull in their Horns for "40 Years."

MOVE (7) = After 40 Years the JEWS GROUND UP under their chosen Leader = the REVOLUTIONARY = BARABBAS = tried by FORCE of ARMS = to be "THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!" "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!" THE FIRST CHAPTER of "GREAT CONTROVERSY" captures the Story and that is why the URIAH SMITH CULT = started changing that Book = started with the FIRST PAGE = and the FIRST CHAPTER ...


MOVE (8) = THE URIAH SMITH CULT to this very Day - RUSH INTO that "HOLY CITY!" RUSH INTO THAT ADVENTIST CHURCH! The only place of Safety! As the JEWS were TRICKED by their LEADERS = so it is as History is Repeated = !!! RUSH IN instead of RUSHING "OUT = !!!"

So you will be TRAPPED = in the DEATH CAMP!

MOVE (9) = THE PAOLIS of AUSTRALIA (She is the one who drew that DRAWING for our Covers = KD+A = and the LITTLE "LILLIPUTIANS" = she is now drawing the COVER for our next Paper = already Printed - just waiting for the Cover = "WTF 28.")

MOVE (10) = The PAOLIS wanted Sr. ANN to try to find for them the ORIGINAL LAMAS TEXT and among other things she found Rev. 3:8 = the ORIGINAL LAMAS TEXT SAID = the Door was not just "SHUT!" = but "LOCKED!

The door was "LOCKED!" PROBATION OVER = !!! Get "OUT!" of that "UNHOLY CITY!" = FLEE for your Life! because the DOOR is going to be "LOCKED!"

MOVE (11) NOW WE CAN BELIEVE T5:211-2 = those so Head-Strong = as HISTORY IS REPEATED = stay with the HIGH-PRIEST that CRUCIFIED CHRIST = let him be your Leader yet = and DIE=WITH=YOUR CHOSEN LEADERship!

That is going to be SUNK with "ALL" on Board. "They saw their HOPELESS CONDITION and with the SHIP they SANK = to RISE=NO=MORE!"
EVERY KIND OF A DUMB DOG

That will not Bark is coming along now = Yes! They will "RISE UP!" and give the "LAST MESSAGE!" But the GENUINE TEXT reads = "A SIGN of the approaching RUIN that they might make their ESCAPE = SO He has WARNED (the WORLD = ???) so He has WARNED "HIS PEOPLE!" ...that all who will may FLEE from the WRATH to come..." ORIGINAL TEXT = 1884 GC 38. "FLEE OUT!" or be "SLAUGHTERED = !!!!" Those who stayed with the CHRIST-KILLING "JEWS" in the UNHOLY CITY = were "SLAUGHTERED" = find that Word applying to this people as plain as it can be Written = T5:211-2. "THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK" "ALL PERISH TOGETHER." (not some but "ALL!" "...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" (STAYED TOGETHER -- SLAYED TOGETHER!) "AND THE DOOR WAS "LOCKED!" NO ESCAPE = !!!

MOVE (12) = See the Picture as it is...(A) "GO YE OUT to meet HIM!" at certain SIGNS = at a certain "MESSAGE!" DISOBEY and (B) This MESSAGE = this 11th Hour "PROCESSION" = formed and called by Christ HIMSELF! COL 399. (C) Given by a "COMPANY = THRONG = PROCESSION!" in the DARKEST MIDNIGHT HOUR = when HALF the EARTH'S SURFACE = Adventists now keep "SUNDAY!" As it is Written in GC 608. The "STORM!" or SUNDAY ENFORCEMENT is only "APPROACHING" = NOT=HERE=YET = !!! And they keep SUNDAY = not only on X-MASS and EASTER = but in the RED and BLACK WORLDS = over more than HALF THE EARTH'S SURFACE = for the "EMERGENCY!" = in order to go along with the World = they are now "EXPERIMENTING" with keeping "SUNDAY!" as they PASSED in AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION = RH 1959 = "IN COMMON" with the OTHER CHURCHES = and the DOOR is: "LOCKED!" Rev. 3:8. "And the Door is SHUT!" COL 406. (BEFORE the "STORM!" = BEFORE the "SUNDAY LAW!" = GC 608.) And the DOOR is "LOCKED!" PROBATION OVER for the SABBATARIAN WORLD - BEFORE the "STORM!" = BEFORE the "SUNDAY LAW!" (D) READ IT in COL 406 = SLEEPING "CHURCH" is AROUSED by a "CRY!" at MIDNIGHT = (Matt. 25:8) and the DOOR is "LOCKED" to those who would not ENTER the MOST HOLY PLACE while the DOOR was WIDE OPEN! And see the Door is "SHUT" on SDA.

ONLY THOSE WILL BE "SEALED!" = WHO CRY "ALOUD!"

SATAN has been PURSUING us at EVERY ONE of our Meetings.
YOU MIGHT HAVE HEARD

That "HOEHN!" upset the "MEETINGS" at OAKHURST, CALIFORNIA 1959 to 1961. THE TRUTH = ??? WHAT IS THE TRUTH = ??? THE TRUTH is that HOEHN was LATE in arriving at OAKHURST = and when he came there what did he find = ???

NAGEL and AL FRIEND and the HILLS =

Were "MODERATING" the MEETINGS = MEETINGS that they had NOT CALLED = !!! That they REFUSED to ADVERTISE = that it was left to "HOEHN" to ADVERTISE! But "THEY" were all ready to TAKE OVER the MEETINGS that they REFUSED to "CALL = !!!"

SO HOEHN LOOKED AT THE SITUATION =

THE FIRST SABBATH = they made SURE that "HOEHN" was not around at the early Morning Meeting = and NAGEL called them to go to the LOCAL SDA CHURCH = they COULD NOT "KEEP THE SABBATH" except it be "IN" the SDA CHURCH = so to see how EASY it is to STRONG=ARM this people = they "ALL!" = (Except HOEHN!) RUSHED out of there = CAR after CAR = to go down to "KEEP THE SABBATH!" (and add another Tic to their "PERFECT RECORD CARD" that they attended an SDA CHURCH EVERY SABBATH for "20 YEARS!" = ) (OUR MEETINGS did not count! and so away they went!)

DID WE EVER LAUGH - !!! WHEN THEY CAME BACK - !!!

And one after the other said - they NEVER attended a more DRY and MEDIocre MEETING = than that one = !!! Should we have clapped our hands = or go away in a Corner and SULK = ???. Then we LISTENED = to "AUNT FANNY" = as NAGEL TOLD HIS "AUNT FANNY" that he would tell these people that the SDA CHURCH is "GOING THRU!"

Well, you know = I would like to know WHY some of us came THOUSANDS of MILES = we went past ADVENTIST CHURCH after ADVENTIST CHURCH = just WHY did we go PAST ALL THESE ADVENTIST CHURCHES = if we have NOTHING BETTER = than the ADVENTIST CHURCH = ???. And NAGEL is going to SWING these MEETINGS = that HE=DID=NOT=CALL=! And he is going to "MODERATE" these Meetings to suit his "AUNT FANNY!" = and tell them what they want to hear = that "SPEWN OUT!" means "GOING THRU!"

SO HOEHN HAD ONE CHOICE = ONLY ONE = !!!
And tell him he (HOEHN) did not come HUNDREDS of MILES to hear the Old Song and Dance = but we thought we came here to "PROVE" for once in our Miserable Life = that "SPEWN OUT!!" does not exactly mean to suit "AUNT FANNY!!" that she wants "GOING THROUGH!!" Why did she or NAGEL or AL FRIEND or the HILLS = want to take over the Meetings that they DID NOT CALL = ???. I suggested to McCoy that we should call on a VOTE = since this is a DEMOCRACY = let the people VOTE who they want to hear as the SPEAKER = and on what SUBJECT = VOTE for the SPEAKER and the SUBJECT = !!! MAC McCoy AT ONCE AGREED = !!! So we STOPPED the MEETINGS and took the VOTE. AL FRIEND pushed his way into COUNTING the VOTES = and was SURPRISED out of his Boots = that "HOEHN" had TWICE the VOTES that HE HAD = !!! And that his Brother - D.L FRIEND had = HOEHN had about as many as ALL OF THEM COMBINED! TWICE as many as any of them = AL FRIEND kept looking at the Votes he had in his Hand = and the look of CONSTERNATION was something to see = !!! NAGEL IMMEDIATELY said = (BEFORE WE TOOK THE VOTE!) = that he was BOWING OUT = he would take the next Meeting which was Scheduled = and would be long GONE = !!! NO! He was NOT going to LISTEN to "HOEHN!!" except for ONE OR TWO MEETINGS = !!! "HOEHN" could LISTEN to HIM = but he could not bear to LISTEN to "HOEHN!!" (So WHO broke up the MEETINGS = ???) Then when "AUNT FANNY" heard we asked the AUDIENCE in which were about 20 or more MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS = how many KNEW how "SALK VACCINE was MADE?" = about 6 HESITATING hands went up = and I said: (1) They FIRST went for the TESTICLES of a DISEASED MONKEY = What in the World do "TESTICLES" have to do with a NERVE DISEASE = ???. Why not go for the BRAIN or the SPINAL COLUMN = what have "TESTICLES" to do with POLIO = ???. Why not the HEART = the LUNGS = why the TESTICLES? They found that MIX SO DANGEROUS = they SWITCHED over to the KIDNEYS of the DISEASED MONKEY = they do not "EAT" it but BY-PASS NATURE'S LABORATORY to eliminate anything DANGEROUS = by the ORGANS OF ELIMINATION = but like a "GENERATION OF VIPERS!!" = use the HOLLOW FANG of the POISONED NEEDLE and inject it right into the BLOOD STREAM = and then they "INCORPORATED" the "LAST FEW INCHES OF THE ENTRAILS!!" So I said:
"WHAT A SPY-GLASS TO USE TO SPY OUT THE WAY =

TO THE PROMISED LAND!" Our "AUNT FANNY" sitting in a
CHAIR made Special for her to fit her oversize
POSTERIOR = almost passed out as she gasped: "I NEVER
HEARD ANYTHING LIKE THIS IN ALL MY LIFE = !!!!" As she
took herself and her POSTERIOR out of there!

THEN THE NEXT MEETING I SAID =

That Woman that upset the last Meeting = she needed
"HEALTH REFORM" MORE than ANYONE ELSE HERE = !!! So
our faithful "NAGEL" got up and was so SORRY for the
"UNFORTUNATE REMARK" about his "AUNT FANNY" = who we
were given to Understand = was FINANCING his WORK!

THEN LIKE A MARIONETTE PANTOMIME SHOW =

After that Meeting = ONE NURSE after the OTHER NURSE =
3 or 4 NURSES = one behind the other came up Front and
told me = if you EVER told the TRUTH = you told it
THAT TIME! That they had to LOOK after this "AUNT
FANNY!" = and she was the most DEMANDING = SARCASTIC =
UNREASONABLE CREATURE they EVER had to look after = !!!
BLANCHE McCoy who came up there after this Meeting to
DEMAND me to APOLOGIZE for having said this WOMAN
needed "HEALTH REFORM" worse than anyone else here =
BLANCHE McCoy who did not see the "AUNT FANNY" in
Question = but who only heard it on the extension
Microphone from the Kitchen = had these Nurses one
after the other perform right in Front of her = !!!
And TOLD her right to her Face = that this Woman was
NOT the one she THOUGHT it was = but BLANCHE stood
there = WAITING for me to APOLOGIZE = and as I was
putting my Books away = I was surprised when I looked up
= and about everyone else was gone = here she was
still standing there = DETERMINED that I was going to
APOLOGIZE = !!! So I gave her a Look that should have
WITHERED her on the Spot = here she had this
MARIONETTE SHOW that the Lord arranged JUST FOR HER!!!
These 3 or 4 Nurses one after the other = this was the
most DEMANDING - UNREASONABLE Woman they ever met =
and shot FULL of DRUGS = if I ever told the TRUTH - I
told it THAT TIME = !!! And BLANCHE stands there =
DETERMINED that I was going to APOLOGIZE! or leave
the Premises = !!! I thought to myself = I will
APOLOGIZE = about when H... freezes over = !!! RIGHT
AFTER THAT she went PARALYZED from HEAD to FOOT....
...and had to be looked after Day and Night for some YEARS after...so you see we have HAD SOME "EXPERIENCE!"

AND THAT IS WHY = AT OUR MEETINGS IN EASTERN CANADA =

1984 - we were NOT just about ready to ACCEPT "LOR" that hit us SMACK in the FACE = and is why we wrote = "AFTER 1888." THE WORLD ITSELF IS WARNING = THE "HUNT" BOOK = the "OMEGA LETTER" = "PARABOLA SOCIETY" = that ANN DeMICHAEL sent to me and marked on the out-
side = "SDA FOLLOW SAME!" = And we had them at our EASTERN CANADA 1984 MEETINGS who got away with what they were Teaching with BOB SESSLER - WAYNE LEWIS = and RON SPEAR... (Bob SESSLER put them out of one Meeting because of something else = NOT THE REAL ISSUE!)

WHAT WAS THE REAL ISSUE = ???

It took JULIA WRIGHT to see through it all = "WE ARE GODS!" and "WE ARE SINLESS!" Any KNOWLEDGEABLE BELIEVER who ever read "GREAT CONTROVERSY" = would know what that Teaching WAS!

URIAH SMITH MYTHS =

When he undertook to DENY the FIRST CHAPTER of GC = what was coming on THIS SYNAGOGUE of SATAN = the SAME as on JERUSALEM OF OLD = the only difference was that this would be:

"WORSE = !!!" 1884 GC 35. HOW COULD IT BE WORSE?

Perhaps a MILLION of the JEWS at that time went into SLAVERY and spread around the World ever since seeding REBELLION wherever they went = as HISTORY RECORDS - as the JEWS THEMSELVES BOAST if you would only get the Books THEY THEMSELVES WRITE = !!! How they are going to WIN by FORCE of ARMS = the SAME BARABBAS OATHE = !!! EVERY REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT there ever was = has a JEW there at the CONTROL CONSOL = RUNNING this NATION and this CHURCH = we had this Nest of JEWS at OSHAWA CANADA = 1984 . As they spread out after our Meetings to show "HOW" to "WIN SOULS" with LOR....

......WHERE ARE THE WRITINGS OF BOB SESSLER = WAYNE LEWIS HIS MENTOR = OR RON SPEAR = (or STANDISH for that matter) = except in a toss-off mention = where do they ZERO IN and EXPOSE EXACTLY what is RUNNING WILD through the World = BOOKS on WITCHCRAFT = OCCULT MANIFESTATIONS = We are "GODS!" and "WE ARE SINLESS!"
FRED ALABACH WAS THE FIRST
To PRACTICE what JOHN SMITH taught him = what he had
learned as an Adventist Minister in their Courses on
how to WIN the MULTITUDES = "NEURO-LINGUISTIC
PROGRAMMIG" = (NLP) =

NOW THEY ARE IN A TRAP = !!!

So long they VIOLATED THEIR CONSCIENCE = telling us
the "CHURCH" is going to get "BETTER!" and "BETTER!"
and "BETTER!" = until only 144,000 TRUE BLUE "SEALED
SAINTS" are LEFT = !!! That was their SONG = that was
their DANCE = and anyone who did not DANCE to that
Tune = was PUT OUT = !!! With HATRED and RAILING
ACCUSATIONS. Until THEY THEMSELVES began to LIST the
ABOMINATIONS = and even referred to the PREDICTIONS of
ELLEN WHITE = that this would HAPPEN in the FUTURE as
the Scroll unrolls. Some of them wrote as GOOD as we
could expect it SHOULD be written. But they SWALLOWED
one ABOMINATION after the other =

UNTIL NOW THEY HAVE COME TO THE PLACE =

WHERE ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED = they would finally
resort to MESMERISM = HYPNOTISM = MIND-CONTROL =
PSYCHOLOGY = that we are not to TOLERATE for ONE
MINUTE = !!! We are not to be PRESENT at such MEETINGS =
if you do not know this - you know NOTHING! (INDEX =
"MIND CONTROL" = "MIND SCIENCE" = "MIND CURE" = ) =
that Satan will come in with renewed "POWER!" just
before the Close of Probation - that our only Safety
is NOT TO GO NEAR those who TEACH IT and PRACTICE
IT = !!! (We hope we are talking to those who KNOW
these things = or will LOOK IT UP!)

NOW WHAT DO THEY INTEND TO DO = ???

Not long ago - VANCE FERRELL was WARNING us not to go
to "OFFSHOOT" MEETINGS where "LOR" is practiced but in
his LATEST PAPERS he ZEROES in and ADMITS it is going
from CHURCH to CHURCH = but this whole CONSORTIUM
HESITATES to WARN US = NOT TO GO TO THE ADVENTIST
CHURCHES = who, somehow did NOT perform as the
WIELANDS PROMISED US = and who would NOT BELIEVE THIS:

"THE ENEMY OF SOULS (SATAN AND WIELAND) =

Has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION that a "GREAT
REFORMATION" was to take place among "SEVENTH-DAY
ADVENTISTS..." SM 1:20.
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That we believe that = just as it is written! and we believe this also:

Uriah Smith hid the evidence =

Of "Events in their order" by changing the chapter headings in "GC" = as to what is coming on Earth = as the World gets worse and worse = until they end up in a heap = "A movement" is to "come!" But "before" this "movement" =

"A gathering of the Tares!" into the "Omega!"

As far as the Lord will let them go until He lowers the boom on them. Their teaching = ??? Fred Alabach = John Smith = the "hippie" religion = find it in the same chapter = as GC 464 warning against the tares gathering the world together = same chapter = same subject = that no other writer will feature = find the "omega" doctrine = 1884 GC 296. GC 470-473. There it is - sprouted wings from our meetings in eastern Canada they took it all across the nation = sisters everywhere wrote us and warned us = sessler was in and out with them all the time = and what did he do in the line of warning us = ??? zilch = !!! It took julia wright who was prepared and ready to warn us of what it was = we do not intend to repeat here what we wrote in that "lor" paper - we have a few copies left = ask for publication #618, "lor + spear" (48 pages.) (Or ask for 1990 "packet" now being put together. With some back papers such as "white-coat" = who started "aids?" sowing the seeds of death of body and soul. Ellen white told you 100 years ago = "those who have departed from the faith!" SM 2:54. Who is that = ??? who is going to get the "power!" they are striving for = to make Catholic "miracles" look sick = !!! They will "astound the beast!" with the miracles the "fred alabachs" can perform = as they worship "out!" of the MHP...
AUGUST 1, 1990.

THE ADVENTISTS ARE WRONG.

JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING THE ADVENTISTS TEACH IS WRONG.

They will call this a "RAILING ACCUSATION" = and that will give them License to Ditch this = and go back and pay MORE HONOR = TRIBUTE = and TITHE = to the "BELOVED BRETHREN!" EACH YEAR THEY GAIN in TITHE and MEMBERSHIP = and this "PROVES!" = (Of course!) that the Lord is with them! We are accused and condemned because we DIVERT from the SUBJECT. But we HAVE to DIVERT. We cannot allow the above to go by without a CHALLENGE. We must PAUSE to REPLY:

WE REPLY WITH "IT IS WRITTEN!"

Of 200 DIVINE PREDICTIONS of Ellen White = that the Church dare not List as it would cut the Ground from under their PIOUS BLUSTER and SANCTIMONIOUS ARROGANCE. From 200 PREDICTIONS let us consider ONE.

IN THE SEALING TIME IT IS WRITTEN:

"DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND = are in the Church!: T5:210. (Are they then "SEALED" in that CONDITION? The ANSWER appears on the next page. T5:211-2.) "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"

AND WHAT ABOUT INCREASE IN MEMBERSHIP = ???

Did not FROM gauge the "HOLY SPIRIT'S WORKING!" = by the NUMBERS a MINISTER could BAPTIZE = ??? NOT COMMONLY known = but the "SHAKING" CHAPTER is the "SEALING" CHAPTER. It is found in RH 1:32. T1:179. EW 269. We use T1:179 because of the "FOOTNOTES" = without which this Chapter cannot be understood. The "SEALING" cannot be understood from EW 269 because there are too many things MISSING and CHANGED. It cannot be understood in "1,000 YEARS" by the Text as it appears in EW 269 and with "TRADITIONAL" GLASSES ON.

WHY DO WE START OFF ON A "NEGATIVE" NOTE - ???

Because our Future is "NEGATIVE." "THE SHAKING CHAPTER" is the most DRAMATIC EVENT in the History of the Church and the World. It is the Wind-up of Earth's affairs. It is NEGATIVE.
IT IS POSITIVELY REVEALING.

It shows how to be saved and how to be lost. You can never hope to understand it with "Uriah Smith" and "Froom Tradition" ringing in your ears. You must start reading it as though you never heard of it before! You must see that in EW 269 = the first sentence is missing = you must ask why is it missing? What have they to hide?

THIS IS WHERE "YOU" WILL BE TESTED =

To see if you want the truth. And the truth is = that the Lord showed her "THE PEOPLE OF GOD." (T1:179. Not found in EW 269.) "Laodiceans" are not brought in here until 2 pages later = T1:181. So why not start out dealing with "THE PEOPLE OF GOD?" What about them?

THE BEST WAY TO UNDERSTAND THIS:

Is to look for 3 "SOMES!" The first "SOME" will be saved. The next two "SOMES" will be lost. So go inch by inch to see who will be lost and why they will be lost. Why are they so negative? All it takes to be lost = is to do 3 things: (1) Mark with a colored pencil or a hi-lighter = "indifferent!" (2) "Careless! (3) "Made no effort!" All this in T1:180-1.

Laodicea is in "DARKNESS = IMPENETRABLE!" col 414.

T1:180 tells us the way to be "Lost!" = is recline at ease and do not "Resist!" that laodicean "DARKNESS!" Yet the self-confessed "Awakening" came to America = Jangling away.............about making "No Effort!" And the thousands that fell for that = did none of them read the "Shaking!" chapter = ??? Nor the chapter that follows = "The Laodicean Church" chapter and why they will be "controlled" by "Evil angels!" T1:187. This tells it all. But T1:181 informs us that if we tell them = the best they can do is: "Rise up against it!" T1:181.

THE KEY TO IT ALL =

Make a distinction between "The People of God!" T1:179 who give the "straight testimony to!" = (and not "from!") = "To the Laodiceans!" T1:181. Anyone who would give a "straight testimony" to the Laodiceans =
Would know = before he starts = that they would "RISE UP AGAINST IT!" = that it would be much more POPULAR to give in and go along with the CROWD. This was what JAMES WHITE DID = backed the LEADERSHIP rather than the VISIONS = and influenced WILLIE to do the same = so that WEE WILLIE WHITE was URIAH SMITH'S RIGHT-HAND MAN TO CHANGE the WRITINGS. URIAH SMITH never lost his reverential AWE for HOPKINS = GUTHRIE = SPURGEON = as you can see he put them into GC 384. And THREW OUT what ELLEN WHITE WROTE ABOUT "BABYLON" in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 235. He preferred the "HOLY HELL" PORK-PRIESTS he learned under in PHILLIPS EXETER ACADEMY and consulted them to the Day of his Death. SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA 10:1200. His mentor was BOURDEAU and the JEWISH TALMUD. He was a life-time DRUNKARD. One of the BOURDEAUS was killed by LIGHTNING in the grounds of WASHINGTON. RH Sept. 28, 1989. p.10. LOUGHBOROUGH was a Slave to TOBACCO. "THINGS THEY DO NOT LIKE TO TALK ABOUT!"

NO = WE HAVE NO REASON TO "REVERE" OUR "FORE-FATHERS."

And especially now as we approach the "FINAL HOURS." PHILADELPHIA will be "SEALED!" in TM 446. FORNICATING LAODICEANS WILL "LOSE HEAVEN!" because they "CLUNG" to their "HARLOTS" = TM 446-7. FOLLOWING in the STEPS of BALAAM. PP 452,454-9. "IT WAS THE TRAITORS WITHIN..." PP 459. ST 1:205.

WE BELIEVE:

(A) The Church is going into the "OMEGA" of "APOSTASY!" Why anyone should TWIST that around to see a GLORIOUS BURST of "REVIVAL" in the MIDNIGHT DARKEST HOUR - is WIELAND'S IRRESPONSIBILITY. We will leave that to the GLORY-SEEKERS like JOHNSON of the "ADVENT REVIEW!" It is the only "REWARD" they will ever receive. Their PERCEPTIONS BLINDED while swimming in a Sea of PSYCHOLOGY. Get your eyes open for once in your miserable Life = "DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are IN the Church!" T5:210. READ THE NEXT PAGE = T5:211 and 212. And don't miss 213-4 and 216. "ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"

(B) WE BELIEVE the SEALED SAINTS will have to FLEE for their LIVES = from their "FORMER BRETHREN!" GC 608. "ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN, is soon to be realized = the GREAT APOSTASY, which is DEVELOPING and - 15 -
INCREASING AND WAXING STRONGER = and will CONTINUE TO DO SO until the Lord shall descend from Heaven with a SHOUT!" Series B7:56-7. Series B:202. (Another statement that DID NOT find it's way into the "SELECTED MESSAGES" = this was NOT FIT to be "SELECTED!") How anyone can play with his mind to CONJURE with himself that the "OMEGA" (AS FAR AS THEY CAN GO!) "APOSTASY!" means a Revival from the DEAD = as WIELAND dreams in his fitful Hours = is beyond UNDERSTANDING = no Wonder they need HUNDREDS and THOUSANDS of SERMONS = ARTICLES = CONSTANT REMINDERS that "SPEWN OUT!!" means anything but what it means as given in T6:408,77. SM1:358. MB 37.

HOW THEY HATE T6:408 = !!!

"THE FIGURE OF "SPEWING OUT!" OF HIS MOUTH MEANS...
(What does it mean = ADVENTIST? = does it mean 144,000 of you will be "SEALED?!" and go out and give the "LOUD CRY?!" Does it mean all who go "OUT?!" = 25% every 10 Years = are all HOPELESS = LOST = because they left "HOLY YOU!!" = Or does it mean at a certain TIME = after the "SHAKING-SEALING" of those who go "OUT?!" = "THE LORD COMES TO "GATHER" the "OUTCASTS" of ISRAEL = !!! COULD THAT BE POSSIBLE = ??? What does it mean = ADVENTIST = ???)

"THE FIGURE OF SPEWING OUT OF HIS MOUTH MEANS =

"THAT HE CANNOT = offer up your Prayers...
"THAT HE CANNOT = offer up your expressions of "LOVE!" to God... (UNCONDITIONAL LOVE = ???)
"THAT HE CANNOT = endorse your TEACHING of His Word...
"THAT HE CANNOT = endorse your SPIRITUAL WORK in anywise.
"THAT HE CANNOT = present your Religious Exercises...
"THAT HE CANNOT = present your request that "GRACE" be given "YOU!"

HE CANNOT...and...

HE CANNOT...and...

HE CANNOT...!!!" (COMPILED FROM = T6:408. (1900.)

WHAT IF WE BELIEVE THE LORD AND NOT YOUR MIGHTY MEN = ???
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WE ARE SUPPOSED TO DITCH ALL THIS =

And follow your LEADERS into the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY?"
"So APOSTASY=IN=THE=CHURCH will PREPARE the way for
the "IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. TO SAVE "THE
LITTLE FLOCK!" = GOD GIVES "THE MIDNIGHT CRY!" =
BEFORE THE "LOUD CRY!" Find THAT in the "SHAKING-
SEALING" CHAPTER =

CONTRARY TO ALL LAODICEAN TRADITION =

AS THE HOLY SPIRIT IS Poured OUT = as the LAODICEANS
BOAST of their steady increase in numbers and
OFFERINGS = "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" = "LESSEN!" = believe
it or not. So it reads in T1:182. Then follow the
ASTERISK (STAR) to the FOOTNOTES = and see it is the
"LAODICEANS" that are "SHAKEN OUT!" and "LEFT BEHIND
IN DARKNESS!" "DARKNESS" seems to be their ELEMENT =
all the way through this "SHAKING=SEALING" CHAPTER =
the Question is "DARKNESS!" Who is "LEFT!" in
"DARKNESS!"

AND THEN WHAT = ???

There is a "GREAT CHANGE!" = "AN ANGEL ANSWERED: "It
is the LATTER RAIN = the REFRESHING = ... the LOUD CRY
... GREAT POWER was with ... "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!"..."
T1:182-3.

THE NEXT CHAPTER IS: "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH."

There you have a run-down covering the "SHAKING-
SEALING" TIME. LET'S START FROM THE BEGINNING!
"SHAKING CHAPTER" = T1:180. EVIL ANGELS POSSESSING NO
ONE! But trying to. HEAVENLY ANGELS HOLD THEM BACK =
and then give up. QUESTION: WHY DO THEY GIVE UP?
HERE IS THE ANSWER TO SALVATION!

FRED (forever WRONG!) WRIGHT and the JEWISH TALMUD =

Have you "POSSESSED" by DEMONS since Birth. You
cannot escape it. You are like a "PRISONER" in a
"JAIL."
"EVERYMAN'S TALMUD" = SCHROCKEN BOOKS, 200 Madison Ave., NEW YORK, NY 10016. Price about $12.50. There you will find FRED WRIGHT WAGGNERISM = you are possessed by Demons and have no Hope of ESCAPE until you are 13 Years Old = or until you come to the FRED WRIGHT MEETINGS. "EVERYMAN'S TALMUD" p.49,88,89,92, 96,104.

THE "SHAKING-SEALING" CHAPTER = T1:180 =

Tells you the Truth. Discovered in SWEDEN = what is called: "INSANITY" = PSYCHOSIS = MENTAL IMBALANCE OR DERANGEMENT" = DR. HOFFER and DR. ABRAHAMS of CANADA = PROVED was due to LACK OF ELEMENTS in the BRAIN and BLOOD-STREAM = and/or CHEMICAL and TOXIC POLLUTANTS. Get them OUT with NIAVIN = VITAMIN B6 and B12 = and send HALF of INSANE ASYLUM INMATES = send them HOME! POSSESSION ACTUALLY by DEMONS IS RARE. But not for long.

TO REPEAT =

T1:180. "SHAKING-SEALING" CHAPTER = EVIL ANGELS TRY TO POSSESS "THE PEOPLE OF GOD" = but CANNOT. HEAVENLY ANGELS keep them at Bay. BUT IN THIS TIME = as the SAINTS of God are ALARMED at what is Coming on the CHURCH and the WORLD = those who COULDN'T CARE LESS = "CARELESS" and "INDIFFERENT" and Obey BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT and HUDSON and DURST and PESTES and 100,000 others in 1960 = do as they were told = make "NO EFFORT!" That was the "AWAKENING" = 1960. That was SATAN in HEAVEN. GC 669. (Don't be a Devil!) SADDUCEES made "NO EFFORT!" DA 604. And here you find the SHORTEST ROUTE to POSSESSION by DEMONS = (1) CARELESS = (2) INDIFFERENT = (3) MAKE "NO EFFORT!" and the "HEAVENLY ANGELS" have the COMMAND = "LET HIM ALONE!" and they drop back = DOUBLE THE GUARD of the SEALED SAINTS = as shown in this SAME "SHAKING" CHAPTER = T1:181. Now go on into "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" CHAPTER and see a quick OUTLINE on p.187. "...their sinful traits UNSUBDUE = to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." T1:187.

AND OF COURSE = ONE MORE THING =

WHITE OF THE VAULTS = "ELLEN G. WHITE = MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT" = showed the "1846 BROADSIDE" and claimed this was the "FIRST VISION!" It was the "FIRST" VISION = was it = ??? 
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"TO THE LITTLE REMNANT SCATTERED ABROAD."

SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA 10:1380. "HER FIRST VISION... DECEMBER 1844." And the 1846 BROADSIDE = ??? It lists "MY FIRST VISION" and then = "In February 1845 = I had a VISION of "EVENTS" commencing with the "MIDNIGHT CRY."...About 4 months since I had a VISION of "EVENTS" all in the FUTURE. (OH, HORRORS! Don't show this to SESSLER = this is "FUTURISM!" It is "FROM THE DEVIL!" It is "ANTICHRIST!" It is "EVENTS" all in the "FUTURE")."

** ** ** ** ** ** ** **

Yet SESSLER handed these out by PERMISSION of JEANNIE COOK and TY GIBSON announced it from the PULPIT at the (Santee) JIM HOEHLER MALO CAMP GROUNDS = SESSLER was in his 7th Heaven as he and others ran around giving people a HUNDRED at a Time = PRINTED by the "HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY." And later BOB SESSLER had me send him several Boxes full to hand out at subsequent MEETINGS! But now, all of a sudden - this is all: "FROM THE DEVIL!"

FAITH = FANATIC FAITH =

ONCE WEDDED FAST = TO SOME DEAR FALSEHOOD = HUGS IT TO THE LAST! (from "ROME'S CHALLENGE.")

YOU KNOW WHAT IS COMING NEXT = !!!

"MY FIRST VISION." A VISION of 1955 D.L.FRIEND = taking us BACK into the "FIRST APARTMENT" at our Meetings in OAKHURST, CALIFORNIA = braying in the CALIFORNIA BREEZE = followed (as the Prophet said) from "BAD" to "WORSE!" PT22. RH 1:9. (LEFT OUT OF EW 45.) "...FALSE REFORMATIONS would INCREASE and SPREAD. The "REFORMATIONS" that were shown me, were not "REFORMATIONS" from ERROR to TRUTH = but from BAD to WORSE!: PT22. RH 1:9. "If their HEARTS could be seen = they would appear as BLACK AS EVER!" (Same.)

FROM BAD TO WORSE.

D.L.FRIEND took us BACK to the "HOLY" PLACE = 1959. THE HUDSON "AWAKENING" = took us RIGHT OUT of the Sanctuary entirely! Gave us "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" way OUT in the "OUTER COURT!" And THOUSANDS did not care. Did YOU = ???
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"I saw one after another leave the company who were praying to Jesus in-the-holiest = and go and join those before the (vacated) throne = and they at-once received the unholy influence of Satan!" 1846 Broad-side. (Last Column) EW 56,261. SG 1:171-2. EW 43, 78. T3:213.

"I turned to look at the company who were still bowed before the throne, they did not know that Jesus had left it. Satan appeared to be by the throne = trying to carry on the work of God. I saw them look up to the throne and pray, "Father, give us Thy Spirit." Satan would then breathe upon them an unholy influence, in it there was light and much "power" = but no sweet love = joy = or peace..." EW 56. "I saw that as the Jews crucified Jesus, so the nominal churches have crucified these messages, and therefore they have no knowledge of the way into the most holy, and they cannot be benefitted by the intercession of Jesus there. Like the Jews, who offered their useless sacrifices they offer up their useless prayers to the apartment which Jesus had left; and Satan, pleased with the deception, assumes a religious character, and leads the minds of these professed Christians to himself, working with his power, his signs and lying wonders, to fasten them in his snare. Some he deceives in one way, and some in another. He has different delusions prepared to affect different minds. Some look with horror upon one deception = while they readily receive another...the churches are elated...But the light will shine, and all who are honest will leave the fallen churches, and take their stand with the remnant." EW 261.

"It was represented to me that the remnant followed Jesus into the most holy place." EW 235. SG 1:164. "This small remnant." T5:213. "...and they will receive the latter rain, and thus be fitted for translation." T1:187.
WHAT ELSE IS NEEDED = ???


AN OPEN LETTER

TO

GERMAN REFORM.

SACRAMENTO (California) = DENVER (Colorado) and 5 or 6 other BRANCHES that were once DIVIDED = but who have struck a Deal whereby they are now more or less UNITED. They have one basic Premise = major ERROR = based on a "URIAH SMITH" LIE.

WE PROPOSE TO SET FORTH PROOF =

That you cannot Deny = that is to say = those of you that are HONEST. (We do not care about the other Kind.) YOU CANNOT DENY ANY OF THIS:

YOU FOLLOW URIAH SMITH = NOT ELLEN WHITE.

(1) URIAH SMITH = the Adventist False Prophet = formulated the "TIC-TAC-TOE" RELIGION. "EENIE-MEENIE-MINIE-MO" = 6 CHURCHES ARE GONE = ONLY ONE TO GO! "This I know for URIAH SMITH told me so!"

(2) NOT KNOWN by CHURCH or REFORM = SR. WHITE put "THE CHURCH" in EVERY OTHER CHURCH "CONDITION" just as often = or even MORE OFTEN = than in the "LAODICEAN CONDITION!" But this is NOT part of the "URIAH SMITH ADDICTS" Religion. They hold their Nose high in the Air - and ignore it = no matter how True it is. How about a "FOR EXAMPLE?" = we will go to the OPPOSITE END of the PENDULUM = did she ever put the ADVENTIST CHURCH in the FIRST CHURCH CONDITION?

(3) ...RH 4:385. Feb. 25, 1902. T8:98. T4:286. COR 120. (42 Times in the 5 BIG R&H ARTICLE BOOKS!)

(4) Now that you are a bit Rattled and not so SURE of yourself = did URIAH SMITH "CHANGE" the WRITINGS of "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY = ???" Just because you never heard it from LAODICEAN or REFORM or AWAKENING or SHEPHERD'S ROD Pulpits = is it TRUE = or is it NOT TRUE = ??? We ask this Question because the ADVENTIST CHURCH and GERMAN REFORM CHURCH = and every other SPLINTER GROUP of "OFFSHOOTS!" ALL of them go URIAH SMITH = as he relegated the ORIGINAL BOOKS (as far as he could) into LIMBO...
printed his OWN BOOKS and let hers set on the Shelf. We can quote 100 References to prove that Point = but it is not necessary =

(5) ARTHUR WHITE EXPOSED IT = !!! Here is the CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS:

1955 = This was the CRITICAL YEAR. D.L.FRIEND slipped a TIME-BOMB under "S.S.LAODICEA" which MISFIR ED! Failed to go off. Each failure by each FALSE TIME-PROPHET would ELEVATE the CHURCH and its' LEADERS a Notch or two. THIS WAS THE YEAR when FROOM-ANDERSON began seeking a "BABYLONISH GARMENT" from BARNHOUSE-MARTIN. THIS WAS THE YEAR that ARTHUR WHITE saw he and his GRANDMOTHER = would be left out in the Cold. So he acted.

1956 = ARTHUR WHITE = WHITE ESTATE PUBLICATION = "ELLEN G. WHITE = MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT" = p.65 and 80. THE INFORMATION EXPLODED in the midst of ADVENTISM = that URIAH SMITH had himself appointed as the Head of a "COMMITTEE OF 5" = to CHANGE the WRITINGS of "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" = in 1883 = because he saw what was Coming in the early Drafts of the MAJOR BOOK by ELLEN WHITE = "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" BOOK 4 = also known as the ORIGINAL 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" That were pushed off the Shelves in 1888 to make room for the URIAH SMITH = WILLIE WHITE TRANSLATION and which was the CAUSE of the FIGHT of 1888 and is why they clamped the Lid on 1888. URIAH SMITH had been TAMPERING with her Writings right along = but in 1883 he wanted to "LEGALIZE" it. ARTHUR WHITE DROPPED THAT BOMB-SHELL in our midst = 1956. MOST MINISTERS AND MEMBERS = go blithely along = PRETENDING it never happened = or, (WORSE YET!!) that SHE "APPROVED IT!!" = because, by this Action = they "IMPROVED" the Books! ARTHUR WHITE let it be known = RIGHT THERE = !!! That ELLEN WHITE DID NOT APPROVE OF THESE CHANGES!!!

p.14,79,96 = yet at the same Time = to cover his Tracks = he had to kotow to the LEADERSHIP = that she "ORIGINATED" = NOTHING! p.34. (Otherwise it would NEVER have been Printed.) The JEWISH TALMUD and the PAPAL TRADITION = that TRUTH comes from "GROUP STUDY!!!" = NOT from the INDIVIDUAL "PROPHET!!" Thus ELEVATING the URIAH SMITHS and the FROOMS = and "CONSENSUS" of Opinion.
THUS SHE WAS NOT THE "VOICE OF GOD"

But THEY were = !!! That was one of the MAJOR CHANGES in the Writings. (Send for our late Papers where we go into this more fully.)

1957 = ARTHUR WHITE WAS RIGHT = ??? FROOM=ANDERSON were "DIALOGUING" with BARNHOUSE= MARTIN and the SELL-OUT was apparent. ARTHUR WHITE WAS RIGHT = !!! They SOLD out HIM and his GRANDMOTHER with that "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book = 1957.

1959 = "SHEPHERD'S RODS" went BELLY UP = !!! Another FALSE TIME-PROPHET FAILURE = ELEVATED the ADVENTIST CHURCH still HIGHER = !!! EACH FAILURE elevated the ADVENTIST. It was as though they PLANNED IT! We believe they DID!

1960 ="THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY TREASURE CHEST" - did you take the Course = ??? The 1883 "COMMITTEE OF 5" to CHANGE the Writings! Yet, in spite of this ADMISSION = there are still "DIED-IN-THE-WOOL" (mostly DIED!) PREACHERS = (How about your "REFORM" PREACHERS?) that still to this day DENY the TESTIMONIES have been TAMPERED WITH! No Wonder they are called: "BLIND!"

1966 = ONE GRAPE-SHOT after the other - Year of 1966 = FROOM in his "SDA MINISTRY" Magazine one Number after the other = she made "NO PROPHETIC INTERPRETATIONS! NO! NOT IN A SINGLE CASE!" This was when we made the BOMB-SHELL discovery that we had "AN EVANGELICAL HERITAGE!" One Dummy after the other went to work to win a higher "SEAT-OF-LIES!" would try to PROVE! that we were "EVANGELICALS" RIGHT ALONG! = and since WIELAND WELCHED in 1950 = BILLY GRAHAM became our "EVANGELICAL" LEADER = WEEKS of the "PUBLIC RELATIONS" DEPT = began beating that Drum. ANDERSON of the SEMINARY = went to BERLIN, GERMANY to prepare for FULL FRATERNAL CO-OPERATION now that WIELAND was safely SILENCED = all ready for BILLY GRAHAM'S "GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH!" - "KEY 731" ADVENTISTS FIRED THE STARTING GUN = FALL = X-MASS SEASON = 1972 = WILSON called together all SEGMENTS of "OFFSHOOTS" - (including your "GERMAN REFORM!" = DO WE HAVE TO PROVE IT = ??? WHERE DID YOU EXPOSE IT = ????) THE 3-RING CIRCUS was on its' way! STEAM ORGAN = and all.
DID NONE OF YOU READ GC 445 = ???

NO "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION! NO! NOT IN A SINGLE CASE = ???" (She only had FROOM'S HIDE nailed to the WALL!) GC 442-5, 606-8.

1966 = same Year. ARTHUR WHITE slipped in an invaluable "APPENDIX" p.242 to 320 in the A.V.O.LSON BOOK = "THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY" = 1888-1901. A WIDE OPEN CRACK in the 1888 CLOSET! Still, for the most part = did not occasion a Ripple. CERTAINLY NOT among "JONES and WAGGONER" ADDICTS. "WHAT BECAME OF A.T.JONES AND E.J.WAGGONER = ???" = p.302. Still did not Fizz on MINDS SET IN GRANITE = !!! HUDSON = who Tootled the 1960 "AWAKENING" on the Stage = made MINCE-MEAT of what ARTHUR WHITE WROTE = in the "LAY-WORKER" = so "JONES and WAGGONER" pushed the PROPHET off the Stage. Thus it progressed Step by Step until the "5OP" is barely even MENTIONED in ANDREWS any more. Does "GERMAN REFORM" CARE = ??? Well, of course - they have their own Prophet = URIAH SMITH!!! But, like FROOM = pay Lip-Service to ELLEN WHITE!

WHAT HYPOCRITES = !!!

WE SHOULD PAUSE AND ASK THE QUESTION:

HUNDREDS have asked us = WHY do we "ONLY FIND FAULT?"
MINISTERS are TRAINED to ASK = "Have you nothing GOOD to say about the LEADERSHIP = ???"

THAT IS A LOADED QUESTION =

IT IS NOT A QUESTION = not by an HONEST person asking an HONEST QUESTION = it is a STATEMENT = you only "FIND FAULT!" = SNEER! SNEER! SNEER! Where do you expect to go = ONLY FINDING FAULT! So you see = there you have the Way of Salvation pointed out to you = DUMMY UP = !!! COVER-UP! SEE NO EVIL = HEAR NO EVIL = TELL NO EVIL = God looks for that Kind of DUMMY to go into His Kingdom = that is what your Preachers tell us - LOUD and CLEAR = !!! WE HEAR YOU = !!! That sort of QUESTION=STATEMENT=SLUR = deserves at least 6 Replies - maybe more. Here is one: (A GOOD ONE!)

(1) You could find the Answer yourself by merely studying "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" chapter = T3:252. Stay home from Church some Sabbath = and Study something worth-while = it may Save your Soul. There you will find your 6 Answers.
HERE IS ONE:

"I know that MANY THINK = FAR TOO FAVORABLY of the present Time..." (Isn't that GOOD = ??? Isn't that what you want = ??? Let's see:) "MANY THINK = FAR TOO FAVORABLY of the present Time. THESE EASE-LOVING SOULS will be engulfed in the GENERAL RUIN!" T5:80.

WELL = !!!

Doesn't sound so SMART to be "BLIND - DEAF - and DUMB!" = DOES IT = ??? In the "LAODICEAN CHURCH CHAPTER" ELIJAH called ISRAEL to account = and what happened? "...they remained "NEUTRAL!"...All Israel is "SILENT!" T3:281. Isn't that what you WANTED = ??? Isn't that what your Preachers are YAPPING about all the Time-??? Then EVERYTHING would move SMOOTHLY = ??? Yes - in HEAVEN, where everyone is HONEST = but we are NOT in HEAVEN = and if we are NON-COMMITTL = we will NEVER GET THERE = !!! Because here it is it is called: "What astonishing DECEPTION and fearful BLINDNESS... This BLINDNESS and APOSTASY...they remained NEUTRAL!" T3:280-1. Well = !!! Did that sort of rattle you = ?? That it is not so SMART to be plain "DUMB!"

(2) THAT PREACHER'S ARGUMENT (learned WELL from the FROOMS!) is that there is some Kind of VIRTUE in being BLIND - DEAF - DUMB = that this would bring PROSPERITY to the CHURCH BODY and be ever so PLEASING to God. Well = in that Case - why did you LEAVE the CATHOLIC or any other CHURCH = ??? Why did you not PRACTICE what you now PREACH = ??? Go there and stay there and "DON'T FIND FAULT!!" Now we will ask that "EVANGELIST" of yours = who gets you IN the Church and THEN tells you to DUMMY UP = !!! HE FOUND FAULT = HE CRITICIZED = HE CONDEMNED = !!! And that is what convinced YOU to LEAVE THOSE OTHER CHURCHES = !!! To come to HIGHER GROUND = to REJECT PAPAL BULLS = HEATHEN "HELL TORMENT" THEORIES = SUNDAY KEEPING and all the Rest = !!! Why are we to be SILENT now when you take us BACK to the most favorite DAY of the HEATHEN = of ROME = of AHAB and JEZEBEL and BAAL = worshipping the QUEEN of HEAVEN = look up your INDEX for "ASHTORETH" = "ASTARTE" = "MOON-GODDESS" = "VENUS" = "QUEEN OF SEX AND FERTILITY" = "ISHTAR" = "EASTER" = and remember 2 Things: (1) THAT was the RELIGION of JEZEBEL and her "PRIESTS OF THE GROVES" = that ELIJAH risked his Life to OPPOSE!
Maybe you do not matter = !!! (2) That was the RELIGION that BAALAM WENT BACK TO = !!! It still does not matter = ???. What a good CATHOLIC you would make = !!! Oh! we are well aware that you PRETEND you OPPOSE "EASTER" = but the only Tract of yours is so SICK = the WORLD puts out BETTER ONES = !!! Where are your CHURCH MAGAZINE ARTICLES = come EASTER TIME or X=MASS TIME and the Adventist going HOG-WILD just like the HEATHEN round about = you kind of like it, too = don't you = ???. Did you ever "CURSE" NICHOLS for bringing back EASTER = rebuilding "JERICHO!" = "JERICHO ...especially devoted to ASHTAROTH, the GODDESS of the MOON...VILEST and most DEGRADING in the Religion of the CANAANITES. The people of ISRAEL...could look upon this HEATHEN CITY only with DISGUST and HORROR. To reduce "JERICHO" was seen by JOSHUA to be the FIRST STEP in the conquest of CANAAN." PP 487. PK 229.

There are MORE REFERENCES to ASHTAROTH=EASTER in the one Book PK than there is in that CHEAP ODOM "INDEX!" But, of course - we DARE NOT be an "ACCUSER of the BRETHREN!" How SICK can you get = ???. All your "SABBATH-KEEPING" down the Drain come EASTER (ASHTAROTH) MORNING! Or does EZEKIEL 8:16-18 not apply any more = ???. WE REPEAT = !!! When are you going to FIND FAULT = CONDEMN THE ADVENTIST CHURCH UNDER NICHOLS FOR BRINGING BACK = EASTER = ???. An article with some LIFE to it = !!! The Adventists sure have you BUFFALOED don't they? NO WONDER THE ADVENTIST LEADERSHIP SAY ONE "INDEPENDENT" CAUSES THEM MORE CONCERN THAN YOUR DEAD CHURCH = !!! DEAD = but not forgotten. What we OBJECT to is your SECRET AGENTS come SNEAKING AROUND under FALSE PRETENSES trying to get a Foot-hold among our people = not HONEST enough to OPENLY DECLARE themselves. SESSLER-LEWIS-HAMMOND-ROGERS. "NO-NAME" PUBLICATIONS = NO DATE and/or CHILDISH PRATTLE.

(3) = "LAODICEAN CHURCH CHAPTER" - T3:252 = why LAODICEA will be LOST = "THE SEAL OF GOD" CHAPTER = T5:207. Does the "SEAL" of the LIVING GOD = mean NOTHING at all = ???. It does not come "SUDDENLY!" = "UNEXPECTED!" = in a coming "CRISIS!" YOUR PROUD and HAUGHTY PHARISEE LEADERSHIP = with your CLOSED COMMUNION = that only breeds ARROGANCE!
AND YOUR "ONCE MARRIED = ALWAYS MARRIED!"

Unreasonable DOGMA by your leading GOATS = I have been there - causes them = LIKE THE CELIBACY OF CATHOLIC PRIESTS = SNEAK around to other mens WIVES = NO! you HAVEN'T COVERED it up very well! Neither have the CATHOLICS! I have seen men trying to raise a Family = ALONE = !!! While the WIFE (MOTHER) is off within sight of this Home = !!! With a NEW FAMILY but 2 of your Old Goats come there = tell him he is DOOMED to be without the COMPANIONSHIP of a WOMAN = the BIBLE says it is not good for man to be ALONE = these Old Goats told him it is WONDERFUL! Are the Rumours true = some of your Leaders (like the SHEPHERD'S RODS!) were/are JESUIT PRIESTS = ??? Where did you find the "SEALING" is not a "SUDDEN!" EVENT = ??? Called a "CRISIS!" T5:209. RH 2:105. "When a "CRISIS!" = FINALLY COMES, as it surely WILL...their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE = !!!...(And then the NEUTRALs = DO NOT FIND FAULTERS=) DESPISE the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY...and would REJOICE to see everyone SILENCED who gives REPROOF!" T3:271-2.

DOESN'T SOUND LIKE BEING DEAF=DUMB=BLIND =

Is so SMART after all = does it = ??? Yet your MINISTRY is no better than the "LAODICEAN" MINISTRY = to CRITICIZE CRITICIZING = to FIND FAULT WITH FINDING FAULT = to CONDEMN CONDEMNING = and not even aware that you are DOING IT = !!! If ELIJAH showed up - you would slap that RED HERRING right over his MOUTH = !!!

(4) = YET WITHOUT FINDING FAULT = NO ONE WILL BE "SEALED!" IN THE "SEALING TIME!" "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!" T3:267. RH 2:49. EZEKIEL 9:.... "BUT THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER OF "ALL" THOSE WHO DO NOT THUS SEE... and BEGIN at My Sanctuary." (SAME.)

NOT BEGIN IN 1844 = BUT BEGIN IN A "CRISIS!"

"...when the figures reach a certain amount which God has FIXED...The account is CLOSED...(Tell them to be BLIND and see NOTHING = ????) ...THE LITTLE COMPANY... will be SIGHING and CRYING for the "ABOMINATIONS" that are done in the Land. ("...in the CHURCH!" T3:267.) ...because its' MEMBERS are doing after the manner of THE WORLD...DECEPTION of almost EVERY KIND are in THE CHURCH...THE ANCIENT MEN...THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:210-1. - 27 -
DID WE PROVE OUR POINT = ???

You want to argue about it = ???. This is not to say that one should go around, like some do = pulling out FEATHERS out of Ladies HATS = or make themselves UNNECESSARILY OBNOXIOUS = but who is the JUDGE of what is UNNECESSARY = ???. Sometimes with FEAR and TREMBLING we see the DANGER and WARN them = and perhaps (even YEARS LATER!) this is what it took to TURN them BACK TO GOD and HIS RIGHTEOUSNESS. But at the Time - no one LIKED it = it is not a matter of LIKING -= just be SURE you are RIGHT.

AND FOR THOSE PEOPLE WHO FIND FAULT =

With "LANGUAGE" that God Himself uses = as well as gentle ELLEN WHITE = just try to RECALL ONE THING = PHINEHAS and ELIJAH went a little beyond "LANGUAGE!" In dealing with the FORNICATIONS! And why too many PREACHERS will NOT MAKE IT in the "SEALING TIME!"

TM 446-7.

AND THERE WE COME TO THE MOST IMPORTANT -

SUBJECT OF ALL = ??? IN ORDER TO MEET THE HOLY "HELL"
PRIESTS HALF WAY = in that "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE"
1957 "I AM SAVED!" BOOK = ROY A. (DOG=CATCHER)
ANDERSON = said let us not hear of any MINISTER that says "CHARACTER" is a "REQUIREMENT" of the "JUDGEMENT!" And HEPPENSTALL chimes in and converts BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT = ECHOED by STANDISH = and BAUER = "CHARACTER-NATURE" GIVEN AS A "GIFT!" = when CHRIST=
MESSIAH COMES = !!! According to the JEWISH TALMUD and most all the Preachers of BABYLON! So there we have a SUBJECT to STUDY = and any HONEST person should be able to settle that on ONE QUIET SABBATH = ALL ALONE or with 2 or 3 others that are HONEST = ONE DAY WITH THE INDEX and no one will FOOL you again with BABYLON LORE = !!! "This MESSAGE must be borne to (not "FROM!") "TO" A LUKEWARM CHURCH by God's servants...It must AROUSE...!" T3:259. (Or else SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH! T1:263. TM 182. T8:304.) (They will ABE FOREVER = DUMB = STUPID = NEUTRAL = NON-COMMITAL = SILENT IN THE GRAVE!)

*****1971 = THE JOINT BOOK BY FROOM-WILSON (p.16) = "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY." = Getting ALL SET for FROOM'S FIASCO = the 3-fold UNION with BILLY GRAHAM = ...
THE UNWASHABLES = THE CATHOLICS

Bringing up the TAIL of the GREAT RED DRAGON = "MISSION-KEY '73." But a BIG DRIP = "NO LATTER RAIN!"

Only a LIGHTNING BOLT for PRESIDENT PIERSON = and FROOM ran his MYTHICAL "MOTORCYCLE" against a BRICK WALL = found still LYING in the RUIN of his SPECULATIONS. God is TALKING = are we LISTENING = ???

THEY JOINED KIAER BILL = they LOST!
THEY JOINED CATHOLIC HITLER = they LOST!
THEY JOINED BILLY GRAHAM = they LOST!
ARE YOU GOING TO CONTINUE TO GO BY THESE "BORN-LOSERS?"

YOU WILL NO DOUBT FEEL INSULTED =

That we continue to observe that you are NO BETTER than the LAODICEANS = or, as many other "REFORMERS!" have said = that they "BELIEVE!" = about the "SAME!" as the CHURCH! We have been WATCHING you right from the Beginning = we have subscribed to your Magazines - your people have sent us your Magazines = we KNOW what you are Teaching = we KNOW you follow the Church = we BELIEVE (we have REASON to BELIEVE) = the Ministers that LEAD YOU = in many cases are "LAODICEAN JESUITS!" You are led by the same Prophet = aren't you = ???

URIAH SMITH = !!! When Adventists put on a Drive = you put on the SAME DRIVE = !!!

YOUR LEADERS = LIKE THE SCHIMPF BROTHERS =

BOAST and BLOW how WELL they get along with the "CHURCH" and the "CONFERENCE MEN!" The CONFERENCE MEN say OPENLY = in PUBLIC = they do not worry about YOU = !!! You are NO TROUBLE to them AT ALL = !!! We doubt very much that RAMIK will take after YOU = !!! Why should they = ??? They have you under their Thumb. We have found for YEARS = your people are more PROUD = more ARROGANT = more SPITEFUL = more OBNOXIOUS = more INSULTING = than the ADVENTISTS. We believe it is because of your "CLOSED COMMUNION" = what would you say if I said:

YOU ARE WORSE THAN THE JEWS THAT CRUCIFIED CHRIST!

We would not be SAFE in any LAODICEAN CHURCH or in any of your SYNAGOGUES = - 29 -
= if it was not for the PROTECTION of the LAW OF THE LAND = !!! We know and we feel = the LOOKS OF HATRED = that you BEAM OUR WAY = your PREACHERS are BETTER at HIDING their HATRED = but let your Leader say a few QUICK WORDS to one of your Members = when they ask him who is this STRANGER = is he one of US = ??? And all that PREACHER of yours needs is in a matter of SECONDS = that MEMBER will go by us = his NOSE HIGH IN THE AIR = !!! You think we are so DUMB we do not KNOW it = do not SEE it - do not FEEL it = ??? No, that is one thing you do not cover up very well = it takes real TRAINING to be like your Leaders are = like FROOM = like JUDAS = PIE-BALD HYPOCRITES = !!! It is Time some one told you. DEFINITELY WORSE THAN LAODICEANS! We will be VERY SURPRISED if RAMIK takes after YOU = ??? I do not remember if YOU VOLUNTEERED to help the MARIK HAWAIIAN CASE! OUR PEOPLE DID = !!! In fact - we STARTED the FUND = did your Leaders raise a FUND = ???

FAT MICE HIDE IN BURROWS =

But that does not keep out a DETERMINED WEASEL = !!! A LAWYER HAS TO BE TRAINED TO HANDLE A CASE SUCH AS "HATE LAW" CASES. THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO TRAIN A LAWYER BY HELPING IN THE HAWAIIAN CASE = then he would be (1) FOUND. (2) EVALUATE him to handle YOUR CASE = when it comes. (3) Or find a BETTER ONE! (4) Give you a chance to EVALUATE him. Did you do it? Or are you playing it NEUTRAL - like the SCHIMPF BROTHERS DID = afraid of their own Shadow = !!! And End up teaching the SAME as BRINSMEAD - !!! GRACE = GRACE = GRACE! (Did you ever Read = or reading BELIEVE = GC 506 = ??? It's right in your INDEX = !!! NO ADVENTIST PREACHER WILL PREACH IT = WILL YOU = ???)

EVERYWHERE YOUR LEADERS = NO RESISTANCE =

FELL FOR BRINSMEAD and "GRACE ALONE!" But NOT GC 506... but the same "GRACE" as BABYLON TEACHES.

YOU ARE NO DOUBT HIDING = KEEPING A LOW PROFILE

= Hoping it will go by you = THAT is NOT the way to meet a WOLF-PACK = !!! GET OUT the BLUNDER BUSS = SHOOT THEM IN THE REAR = !!! They call you "GERMAN" REFORM = OTHERS are doing a mighty good Job of Fighting your Battles = FOR YOU = !!!
DID YOU EVER ADVISE YOUR MEMBERS =

To get the "SPOTLIGHT" MAGAZINE = ??? Tell them when there is a "SPECIAL" on = ??? SENIOR CITIZENS SPECIAL = $24.00 for a full Year! (USA and U.S. FUNDS) 300 Independence Ave. S. E., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20003.

DO YOU KNOW THE JEWS ARE NOT GETTING =

EVERYTHING THEIR WAY = ??? The first CANADIAN "HATE-LAW-SUIT" = the one against "IMRE FINTA" = was STRUCK DOWN = ??? Did any of your people contribute to THAT FUND = ??? "FRIENDS OF FREEDOM NEWSLETTER" = W.S.P., Box 1133, SOOKE, B.C., CANADA. VOS 1NO. (Should particulary ask for May 25, 1990 LETTER.)

DO YOU RECOMMEND =

SIDNEY REINERS = "CHRISTIANS IN CRISIS" = 1111 Fairgrounds Road, GRAND RAPIDS, MN 55744-9947. FREE WILL OFFERING.

IF YOU DO NOT CARE = THE LORD WILL NOT CARE =

About YOU = or your FREEDOMS! THE GOLDEN RULE = as you DO unto OTHERS = just SO will it be done to you = !!! DO YOU KNOW = HAVE YOU TOLD YOUR PEOPLE = about "AUSCHWITZ" and NON-EXISTENT "GAS CHAMBERS?"

This information is sweeping EUROPE = do you advise your people to get on the Mailing List of: "THE INSTITUTE FOR HISTORICAL REVIEW" 1822½ Newport Blvd., Suite 191, COSTA MESA, CA. 92627. These men risked their LIVES and LIBERTIES to give the TRUTH about WHO WAS TO BLAME for the WORLD WARS and DEPRESSIONS that CAUSED the WARS. Or does your Mind go only to: 1844 and 1914 = and then "CLICK!!" = your Brain goes Dead! I Told the SCHIMPFS = your people do not know what is happening = NOW = !!! Where is your Literature about "L.O.R." = "CELEBRATION CHURCH?" WILSON-CARTER screaming for "POWER!" The SCHIMPS gave me to understand they would not Touch such Subjects with a 10-foot Pole! SCARED OUT OF THEIR BOOTS! Others are not scared. They will go in the Kingdom = "BEFORE YOU!" T3:193. COWARDS will NEVER make it. T5:136. GC 608. Neither will "YELLOW-BELLIES!" Rev. 21:27. 22:12-15. Nor those who refuse to find Fault = is not "SHOWING THEM "ALL" THEIR ABOMINATIONS!" = is that not finding "FAULT?" T5:80. T3:267. "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE!"
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BY FOLLOWING YOUR FAULT FINDERS WHO CLAIM =

They find "NO FAULT!" SELECTIVELY = do not find FAULT with YOUR OWN CLOISTER or CLAN = but HATE with PERFECT HATRED = those who do not go with "SEALING" on since 1844 = HENRY SCHIMPF was fairly FOAMING at the Mouth (as was SESSLER!) when we DENIED that STUPIDITY and told them WHY = it was ALL due to your "URIAH SMITH" who cut up the Testimonies in the FIRST TESTIMONY put into the "PRESENT TRUTH" SERIES. Go by ONE "SPOT" REFERENCE and IGNORE 100 others! And you can talk until you are Blue in the Face = it does not register = they must go by URIAH SMITH "TRADITION" and whatever their "HIGH-PRIEST" says. As in the Days of OLD JERUSALEM. "FULL WELL YE MAKE THE WORD OF GOD OF NON-EFFECT = BY YOUR TRADITON."

IF THE SEALING IS SOMETHING SPECIAL =

And you are not prepared for that = you will be OVERWHELMED when it HITS! Like a "STORM and TEMPEST!" SM 1:205. Even "BEFORE" the STORM! GC 608. When the 4 Angels let the 4 Winds go. "SUCH A SCENE OF STRIFE AS NO PEN CAN PICTURE!" START STUDYING IT = for your LIFE!

* * * * * * * *

THE WORST "DOCTRINE OF DEVILS" THERE IS = !!!

BLAMING "THE HOLY SPIRIT!"
FOR THEIR COLOSAL IGNORANCE!

* * * * * * * *

THIS HAPPENS RIGHT ALONG =

DOZENS have told us this = so we know what to expect. "I FELT THE SAME AS YOU DO = I was concerned about the ERRORS and ABOMINATIONS and the DRUGS and ALL = but then the "SPIRIT OF GOD" came upon me = and I was able to control myself = and leave it to the Lord who promises to "RIGHT ALL WRONGS!"

REPLY:

They do not want to stay around long enough to HEAR a REPLY = !!! They are "HIT AND RUN" DRIVERS.
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THEY HIT YOU A BONE-CRUSHING BLOW = AND RUN = !!!

They will not stand up to the SANHEDRIN = the HIGH-PRIEST = no. But they will be very "BRAVE" to stand up to YOU = (THE INDIVIDUAL) = very BRAVE to tell you off = because "OFFSHOOTS" are "OPEN SEASON!" SHOOT THEM ON SIGHT! "CRUCIFY HIM!" = "CRUCIFY HIM!" The LEADERS start this RAILING ACCUSATION and all along the Line the "SENSELESS RABBLE" echo the Cry = "CRUCIFY HIM!" Now you can feel VERY RIGHTEOUS = VERY SUPERIOR = "THE HOLY SPIRIT!" worked on my Soul and quietened my Convictions so I have none left = and if YOU! "BROTHER!" = let "THE HOLY SPIRIT!" come into your MISERABLE "FAULT FINDING" LIFE = you, too = will be like I am =

NON-COMMITTAL = NEUTRAL = TONGUE-TIED = and STUPID =

I TALK LIKE THIS - because I KNOW what the Lord has said = and I am not about to be SILENCED by the Agents of the PHARISEES and the DEVIL. Now let's go to the:

PROOF = !!!

We have this in 2 Major References. JUST EXACTLY THIS QUESTION = !!! THE FIRST ONE WE WILL GO TO IS FOUND IN T5:80-1. (This, by the way = is the VERY AREA in which URIAH SMITH took out HIS NAME = his SHARP-TONGUED WIFE'S INVOLVEMENT = and their UNCONTROLLABLE LAODICEAN BRATS = that put "BROTHER BELL" = a Teacher in the Battle Creek College = into the GRAVE = and came mighty close to put ELLEN WHITE in the same place! This is the area in T5:......where URIAH SMITH EXCISED 13 PAGES = !!! How he let this slide without too much Changing = is a MYSTERY. The Lord held His Hand over it = as He did in many other Places = so the HONEST in HEART can get the Picture ANYWAY! Where the WICKED will DO WICKEDLY = and "NONE" Of the Wicked will UNDERSTAND = but the "WISE!" = will UNDERSTAND. Dan. 12:10. PK 516. HOSEA 4:14.

THE WISE WILL UNDERSTAND THIS:

T5:80-1. Here we see the "TIME" we are living in. It says so. "THE SHAKING, TESTING TIME!" = now to understand "THAT!" and to get "THAT!" straight = we have to go elsewhere. This is what it means to Study the Truth.
WHEN YOU RUN INTO SOMETHING LIKE THIS =

"SHAKING, TESTING TIME!" = you do not run off like a Dog with a Bone = IMAGINING that you know ALL about IT = !!! Maybe you know NOTHING about it! You only know what that PREACHER told you = so since "CURSED is the MAN that TRUSTETH in MAN!" = in no way are you going to take his Version of ANYTHING = !!! You are going to CHECK it for YOURSELF = for after all = those are the ONLY PEOPLE that will be SAVED = !!! DA 140-1.

NO! I better not just QUOTE it = FEW will look it up. We cannot depend on that = !!!! "IF NATHANAEL had TRUSTED to the RABBIS for GUIDANCE = he would NEVER = NEVER = NEVER = have found Jesus...While they TRUST to the GUIDANCE of HUMAN AUTHORITY = NONE = NONE = NONE = will come to a saving Knowledge of the Truth."

(READ ON!) DA 140-1,1442,611. COL 79.

ALRIGHT = NOW WE ARE BACK IN T5:80-1.

We still did not check out = what is the "SHAKING, TESTING TIME = ???" And what is to HAPPEN in this "TIME!" For that we DO NOT GO to EW 269 = there are too many things MESSED UP THERE = !!! THE ORIGINAL IS RH 1:32. But we go to T1:179 = with the INVALUABLE "FOOTNOTES" without which after all the LAODICEAN "TRADITION" = no one could rightly understand the "SHAKING" Chapter.

WE ARE NOT GOING INTO THAT HERE =

Unless we want to write a Book. We are merely saying = go STEP by STEP before you THINK you know ANYTHING about ANYTHING = !!! What we are ZEROING in on now is = "THE SHAKING, TESTING TIME" and in this "TIME" = God has "NO USE" for the ADVENTIST MINISTRY = !!! You never saw that = ??? You are BLIND = !!! It says it LOUD and CLEAR = because of TM 409 = "HE CANNOT USE THEM!" T5:80. YOU may have USE for them but "IN THE LAST SOLEMN WORK...GOD...CANNOT USE THEM!" T5:80.

NOW IT JUST HAPPENS =

That you can ARGUE = you can COMPLAIN = you can FIND-FAULT = you can CRITICIZE = you can FUME = you can LOOK DAGGERS at us = you can CONdemn = you can RAIL from your PULPITS at us = you can call us "PURPLE-HEADS!" = "Wolves in Sheep's Clothing!" = "ACCUSERS of the BRETHREN!"
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BUT WE REPLY THAT YOU BETTER BE SURE =

Just WHO the "BRETHREN!" are = !!! Those PROUD
HAUGHTY "PHARISEES" who told CHRIST who the "BRETHREN"
were = and somehow = He did NOT BELIEVE THEM! Neither
do we = !!! Because we KNOW who "THE BRETHREN"
ARE = !!! THIS REFERENCE TELLS US = !!! When there
are "MULTITUDES!" (They sure come by HEAPS now!)
"MULTITUDES of FALSE "BRETHREN!" T5:81. (Bottom of
page!)

MULTITUDES OF FALSE BRETHREN = FOOL'S GOLD!

(Have to be a FOOL to go by them in this Day!) And
then we have the OPPOSITE = !!! In a Time when "Ye
shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!" = those "WITHOUT
FRUIT" are "CUT DOWN!" = plainly their PROBATION
OVER = !!! In THE SHAKING = TESTING = SEALING TIME =
"CUT DOWN!" by the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS of EZEKIEL 9 =
and T5:211-2. "CUT DOWN!" = T5:81 gives us the REASON
= "CHAFF LIKE A CLOUD" will be borne away on the
"WIND." T5:80 = the page before - tells you that
every "WIND" of Doctrine will be "BLOWING" in this
Time.

THEN THE HIDDEN ONES =

Those who have been "TIMID" and "SELF-DISTRUSTFUL" =
according to 10,000 PREACHERS = having put 1,000,000
believers to "SLEEP THE SLEEP OF DEATH!" = telling
them "THE SPIRIT" will CALM them = make them BLIND =
DEAF = and DUMB = be NON-COMMITTALL = NEUTRAL = let
everything go by = be not alarmed = but here =

"THE SPIRIT!" COMES UPON THEM = !!!

And those who were ROCKED TO SLEEP by these LAODICEAN
PULPIT LULLABIES = the most WEAK and HESITATING = not
wishing to hurt any feelings = DISREGARD such CAUTION
= as SOULS are in IMMEDIATE DANGER = the "CUTTING
DOWN!" has already BEGUN = and now we turn to the
other Reference = to see more clearly =

WHAT DOES "THE SPIRIT" DO = SILENCE THEM = ???

As they HOOD-WINKED JOE MANISCALCO = MARTY WOLD =
SANTEE = and HUNDREDS of others = when they KNEW they
SHOULD do SOMETHING = and now what = ???
WHO HAS "THE RIGHT SPIRIT = ???"

That "DUMB DOG" of T5:211 that the Angels "SLAUGHTER = ???." ("DUMBNESS" is a "VIRTUE" = ???) IN EVERY GENERATION God has His "SERVANTS" to REBUKE SIN, both in the World and in the Church. But the people desire SMOOTH THINGS spoken to them, and the pure, unvarnished TRUTH is NOT ACCEPTABLE. (So - SECOND BEST!) "Many REFORMERS, in ENTERING upon their Work, determined to exercise "GREAT PRUDENCE" in ATTACKING the SINS of the CHURCH and the NATION. (Ah, Ha! This is the "SPIRIT!" working = is it = ???) "THEY HOPED, by the example of a pure Christian LIFE (the VERY THING 10,000 LUKEWARM MINISTERS are TRAINED to tell their people = "SEE TO YOUR OWN SINS - BROTHER!") = "... a pure Christian LIFE, to lead the people BACK to the Doctrines of the Bible."

(AND ACCORDING TO THE FROOMS = THAT IS WHAT GOD WANTS ALSO = IS IT = ???)

"BUT THE "SPIRIT OF GOD" CAME UPON THEM = as it came upon ELIJAH = and they COULD NOT REFRAIN from Preaching the PLAIN UTTERANCES of the BIBLE = DOCTRINES which they had been RELUCTANT to present. They were IMPELLED (By the "WRONG SPIRIT = ???.")

"TO ZEALOUSLY DECLARE THE TRUTH!

And the DANGER which threatened Souls. The Words which the Lord gave them they uttered, FEARLESS of CONSEQUENCES, and the people were COMPELLED to hear the WARNING!"

"THUS WILL THE MESSAGE OF THE THIRD ANGEL BE PROCLAIMED. AS THE "TIME" COMES FOR THE "LOUD CRY" TO BE GIVEN...ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!...IN AMAZEMENT THEY HEAR THE "TESTIMONY" THAT "BABYLON" IS "THE CHURCH" = FALLEN..." 1884 GC 423-4. (GC 606-7.)

* * * * * * * * * * * *

(Now watch that Preacher go to Town = !!! Same Old Story = same Old Argument that worked so well for so many Years = HEAR THE SAME OLD ORGAN-GRINDER AT WORK = how he stopped the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY BEFORE = now up to his FUDDLED APPROACH = called in all the "EX" "REFORMS." - 36 -
SILENCED THEM AS SHOWN IN THE 4 PAGES THEY THREW OUT =
MANIPULATED OUT of the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 337 to 340.
(Not found in your GC 518.) How "SATAN" is going to
"SNARE" ADVENTISTS! By BRIBING "OFFSHOOT!" MINISTERS
= SILENCE THEM! Offer them POSITION = INFLUENCE =
GIVE THEM "CHURCHES" TO MINISTER TO = BRIBE THE
WIELANDS INTO SILENCE!

THIS IS SATAN = DUMMY-UP PROGRAMME!
"THE MINISTERS PRESENT FABLES, prophecy SMOOTH THINGS
(THE "SMOOTHER" = the "BETTER") TO SOOTHE THEIR FEARS,
and QUIET the AWAKENED CONSCIENCE. BUT = BUT = BUT =
many REFUSE to be satisfied with the "MERE AUTHORITY"
OF MEN = and DEMAND a plain "THUS SAITH THE LORD!"

"THE POPULAR (ADVENTIST) MINISTRY
LIKE THE "PHARISEES" OF OLD = are FILLED WITH ANGER as
their "AUTHORITY" is QUESTIONED = they "DENOUNCE!"
(Telling OTHERS to "COOL IT!!" = can they EAT their own
COOKING = ???) (Can they sit back and be SILENT =
NEUTRAL = TONGUE-TIED = as they have been Preaching
for 100 YEARS = ???)

"THEY DENOUNCE THE MESSAGE "AS=OF=SATAN!"
"THE CHURCH" appeals to the STRONG ARM of "CIVIL
POWER" = and in this Work = "PAPISTS" are SOLICITED
("PAPIST RAMIK" IS "SOLICITED" [BY ADVENTIST
"SOLICITORS" AND "WILSON"] = to come to the "HELP!" of
"PROTESTANTS!" ("ADVENTISTS") 1884 GC 424-5.
(GC 606-7.)

WHEN WE SAW THIS = BELIEVED THIS = TAUGHT THIS =
40 YEARS AGO = !!! We were RIDICULED = HATED = SPOKEN
AGAINST = REVILED = BROUGHT COURT ACTION AGAINST US =
are you still "LAUGHING??" = ADVENTIST = ??? Do you
have any intention to EVER get your eyes OPEN - and
take the RIGHT SIDE = ??? Would that be the "PAPIST
RAMIK SIDE??"

AND THEN WHAT = ???
If we understood this RIGHT = all these YEARS = do we
understand the FOLLOWING ALSO = ??? That "BEFORE THE
STORM!" = BEFORE THEY "HAVE" TO = BEFORE THE "SUNDAY
LAW" IS "ENFORCED!" =  - 37 -
"AS THE "STORM" APPROACHES (not here yet!) A LARGE CLASS (How many?) = who have PROFESSED "FAITH!" in the Third Message (Who are they?) = but have not been "SANCTIFIED" through it (Just stopped at "JUSTIFICATION!") Did not go "ON=TO=SANCTIFICATION" THE "WORK" OF A "LIFETIME!" They want neither the "WORK!" nor the "LIFETIME!" They want the COUNTERFEIT of GC 471 to 473.)

"ABANDON THEIR POSITION = AND TAKE REFUGE UNDER THE BANNER OF THE POWERS OF DARKNESS!" 1884 GC 426. (GC 608 says they "JOIN!"...the OPPOSITION!" Do you SEE it = ??? Or are you HOPELESSLY "BLIND!" EVEN TODAY = ???)

ONE MORE SENTENCE

In the "SHAKING" chapter = they sang the Song of "THE SPIRIT!" would lead them to be "INDIFFERENT!" to what is going on = "CARELESS!" = (COULDN'T=CARE=LESS!) and made: "NO EFFORT!" The very TEACHING of: "40 YEARS OF FROOM!" = 1933 to 1973 = "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" (with HIM!)

AND NOW THE NEXT SENTENCE = WHAT "SPIRIT" WAS THIS?

(To "THE SPIRIT!" people Luther said: "I HIT YOUR "SPIRIT!" ON THE SNOUT = !!!") (D'AUBIGNE.)

"By UNITING with THE WORLD = and partaking of its' "SPIRIT!" = they come to view matters in nearly the same "LIGHT!" = and when the "TEST!" is brought = they are prepared to choose (As they always have done!) = the EASY = POPULAR = SIDE!" 1884 GC 426. (GC 808.)

ONE MORE SENTENCE = !!!

(Who is our greatest ENEMY = the CATHOLICS = ???)

"..."THEY" become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their "FORMER" BRETHREN!" 1884 GC 426. (GC 608.) (READ ON = !!!)

FOR OVER 40 YEARS YOU ASKED US TO BE ASHAMED = !!!

Of believing these Writings = "JUST=AS=THEY=ARE=WRITTEN = !!! SHAMED us for SEARCHING OUT THE ORIGINAL = !!! SNEERED at us = HOUNDED us from MEETING to MEETING = !!! Had your AGENTS come and
speak in the **SAME HOUSE = !!! SPREAD FALSE RUMOURS =** said we were "Possessed by the Devil!" to OPPOSE such FINE = UPRIGHT = LEADERS = AS YOU WERE = !!! Your DRUGS and X-MASS and EASTER and MINIS and SPIKE HEELS and ALL = !!! HOW PROUD YOU WERE = !!! Are you still PROUD? WITH YOUR LAW-SUITS = taking HEALTH REFORMERS TO LAW = !!! I Notice you are not exactly WINNING-!!! Will your "BORN-LOSERS" win the "TRADE-NAME" CASE = who would want that "NAME!" anyway = ??? "The Lord God shall SLAY thee = and call His Servants by ANOTHER "NAME!" Isa. 65:15. T5:211-2.

**A PIN-POINT OF ERROR =**

Many Religious Movements begin by Building on a PIN-POINT of ERROR = build a Huge Edifice. Pull out the Pin-Point and the whole Mess collapses. THE "SHEPHERD'S ROD" did this. If there is 144,000 "FIRST-FRUIT" = then there had to be a "SECOND-FRUIT" = and away they went.

BUT THERE DID NOT "HAVE" TO BE!

Those that did not pass being "SELECTED" from a Grape-Cluster = one grape here = another there = put in a Glass = and Offered before the Lord of the Harvest = the REST of the GRAPES that were not selected for this SPECIAL OFFERING = were thrown in CLUSTERS ("We are NOT saved in GROUPS!") = would be thrown in CLUSTERS into the GREAT WINE-PRESS of the WRATH OF GOD and the BLOOD would come up to the Horses Bridles = !!! "FIRST FRUITS" are FIRST in QUALITY = not in QUANTITY= !!! "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS!" There is no room for SECOND-GRADE.

**JUST SO = GERMAN REFORM =**

Built their Religion on a PIN-POINT of ERROR = just because Sr. White said some one in her Day was "SEALED!" AH! HA! THAT "PROVES!" IT = !!! "THE SEALING" was on - in her Day! And you will NOT change their Mind with a 12 Pound HAMMER! Some way back in HISTORY = "SEALED their TESTIMONY with their BLOOD!" (Did that keep them from DYING = ???) So if you would just go through the CONCORDANCE or the INDEX = spend ONE HOUR doing that = and many Times you would save yourself a LIFE-TIME of SORROW.
You could get straightened out in ONE SHORT HOUR! And find all kinds of "SEALS!" = but that is NOT the "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD" that comes SUDDENLY - UNEXPECTEDLY - it may be at NIGHT = it may be at NOON = you know not WHEN = one Reference says as the DAME OF HIGH-FASHION is fixing up her ADORNMENTS (some spend 2 Hours a Day fixing up her Hair) it could be at that Hour = her Fate will be decided. NO ONE KNOWS WHEN - NEVER DID - NEVER WILL. Now go and look up all you can find on "SEAL!" And be WISE as SERPENTS and HARMLESS as DOVES.

THE SAME WITH SESSLER AND "THE FIELD!"

The Bible says the "FIELD" is the "WORLD!" The Lord is gathering the WHEAT from the whole "WORLD!" But there is one Reference that says the "FIELD" is the "CHURCH!" And the Adventists HIGH-LIGHTED that one in the INDEX = BOLD-FACED IT! But, again = what if the "FIELD" is the "DOMAIN OF THE HEART!" Where the Greatest "BATTLE" is to be FOUGHT = !!! MB 203. (141.) (This is the BOOK they MESSED UP. If you have a "STANDARD" Book = that means it goes along with the INDEX. But they CHANGED the "STANDARD" Book = so that GROTHEER USED in XX111=6(90) = MB 203 on page 7 = you will not find even that many pages in the NEW "STANDARD" BOOK = p.203 will be MB 141.) THERE you will find it in the NEW "STANDARD" Book. "THE FIELD" is the DOMAIN of the HEART = read the Rest of it = !!! Read to the End.

October 21, 1990.

MIKE CLUTE'S "LAST CALL."

RON J. STEELE of "PROJECT RESEARCH" = P.O. Box 187, COLLEGE PLACE, WA 99324 = has worked together with MIKE CLUTE and pulls the Mask off = that MIKE CLUTE is wearing.

TWO THINGS ARE HAPPENING

(1) The Lord promised that those who bring FALSE DOCTRINE will be "UNMASKED!" just as we near the End. "We have nothing to fear in this matter." "As we near the Judgment!" T1:100. SG 2:201. "All will be UNMASKED!" GC 606. As RON STEELE is EXPOSING the PERSONALITY of MIKE CLUTE = his own Record is not so Hot =
That he went along with the SOPHISTRY of MIKE CLUTE = all these many YEARS. The SECOND thing that is happening:

(2) The Lord has promised to "CHOOSE THEIR DELUSIONS!" DABBING away with a MESS of a "MESSAGE" = that would entrance the SILLY WOMEN in the PAPER DOLLY WARD = MIKE CLUTE has been going Step by Step until he has reached his WATERLOO = the "DEVIL'S TRAIN" of EW 87 to 92 = (Here called a "SNARE!") The ULTIMATE of the "SNARES OF SATAN." 1884 GC 337 to 350. Which is what the ADVENTIST CHURCH is now in = Under "27 BELIEFS" = BRINSMEAD-FORD want the "LOVE" of God to be "UNLIMITED!" (But an ECHO of MIKE CLUTE) Listed under "SPIRITUALISM" = GC 554,558. 1884 GC 373 to 379. WILSON takes the FINAL STEP in that "27 THING" = the "LOVE" of God is now "UNCONDITIONAL!" THE ULTIMATE = the "OMEGA!" = as FAR as they can go - is known as "UNIVERSALISM!" all men SAVED = even the DEVIL! We hear MIKE CLUTE is into that now. This is "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" = A SIGN that they are SEALED = on the WRONG SIDE. "CONTROLLED BY EVIL SPIRITS." 1884 GC 336. Under "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" = the ULTIMATE of those who do not "SUBDUE their EVIL PASSIONS" = will End up under the "CONTROL OF EVIL ANGELS!" T1:187.

THE CHAPTER BEFORE IS "THE SHAKING."

REJECT the "STRaight TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" = upon which the "DESTINY of the Church HANGS!" T1:180-181 and END up in 187. Because, like SATAN = they make "NO EFFORT!" GC 669 (485.) OUR DUTY = ??? "UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES!" SM 1:196. CH 289. B2:15.

MIKE CLUTE STANDS SIDE BY SIDE WITH THE DEVIL =

(As we always said and believed.) SATAN'S FIRST LIE = THOU SHALT NOT SURELY DIE!" The BASIS of the HELL TORMENT THEORY and the BASIS for ALL MEN SAVED = even the Devil! "UNIVERSALISM!" GC 537-9. 1884 GC 355 to 364. T1:344-5. This tells us that the GREATER the LIGHT we REJECT = the GREATER the DARKNESS we will go into. We see this now going forth with MIKE CLUTE = WILSON liked that so much = he had it FEATURED all around the World from CAMP MEETING to CAMP MEETING = "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!"
Now both MIKE CLUTE and WILSON end up - as FAR as they can go = the "LOVE" of God is "UNCONDITIONAL" = and "UNIVERSAL." EW 219,262 to 266.

THE LORD HAS BEEN WAITING =

For them to go as FAR as they can go - UNIVERSAL SALVATION = UNCONDITIONAL LOVE = THE SNARES OF SATAN = THE CLUTE-WILSON "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!!" = OUR COMMISSION = ??? Let them get away with it = ??? "MEET IT!"
SM 1:197,200,203 to 208.

LET THIS BE A LESSON = WE WILL "NOT"
FOLLOW THEM = !!!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

WE WENT AHEAD WITH OTHER PAPERS =
NOW WE COME BACK TO THIS =
December 20, 1990.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

We may have said a certain "MESSAGE" is the MOST IMPORTANT in the World = for us = "NOW!" There is HARDLY ANYTHING = that could be "MORE IMPORTANT" than this = right "NOW!" What do I mean? NO ONE CAN UNDERSTAND THIS WITHOUT A KNOWLEDGE OF:

"EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER."

EVENT (1) = Something happened in 1844. A "SPECIAL" Message. "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!"
"THE LAST MESSAGE!" What else was it Called? What did it involve?
EVENT (2) = The simple way to say it - would be to call it "THE SEALING MESSAGE." "THE SEALING OF THE 144,000" with the "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD!" There are many "SEALS" = but this is a very SPECIAL one = it is the LAST ONE. ALL OF THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" WAS WRITTEN FOR THIS SELECT GROUP OF "SAINTS."
EVENT (3) = We could deal with the "POSITIVE" as FROM DID - GLORY in what all the 144,000 "ADVENTIST" will do = bring in that WONDERFUL
"INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" that will bow LOW = SALAAM LOW = before 144,000 ADVENTIST FEET! MANY MEDIocre "NOT TOO BRIGHT" individuals of a certain TYPE = people who knew they would never EXCEL in ANYTHING = BUT THEY'RE ALL in this HOPE = here was their NICHE in the World = Like the JEWS OF OLD = they would make their MARK in HISTORY = they would do ANYTHING to grasp that elusive CROWN!

EVENT (4) = AND THE DANGER IS = when the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION" finally ARRIVES = so will they! They have "ARRIVED!" THIS is their "HOUR!" It would be all your Life was worth = to try to tell them ANY DIFFERENT THEN = !!!! All we can do is tell them = "NOW!" But we know they will not Listen. ONLY A FEW. Thus it has always been. So now we will go to "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!"

(A) 144,000 SEALED IN ADVENTIST CHURCH. (B) THEY "FINISH THE WORK!" and bring in that GLORIOUS "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" that NO FROOM- HOUTEFF=TUCKER-LELIA WILKINSON CAN "NUMBER!" OH! WHAT A STRONG DRAFT! Imagine offering them CLEAR COOL "WATER!" = after having been at that "WINE-CUP!" Leaving them with their senses REELING!

EVENT (5) = That's all the TIPPLER wants to know - he wants to know = NO MORE! All he wants is a good SLUG from that BOTTLE.

EVENT (6) = So if we come up with something "NEGATIVE!" = how far will we get? As far as the PROPHETS got that were sent to WARN "ISRAEL!" (And remember the HARLOT of REVELATIONS and 8:250 - has a "WINE-CUP" in her Hand. You do not need to expect that you will get very far if you try to take that out of her Hand! WHY or HOW = would you do that = ???)

EVENT (7) = Remember = all FALSE DOCTRINE is spoken of as "DRUNKENESS!" Cannot see straight.

"THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION."

This refers to a certain "TIME" in the SEQUENCE of "EVENTS," We do not just PLUNGE into "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" It takes a GREAT DEAL to LEAD UP TO IT = its AFTERMATH is DEVASTATING! You cannot SEPARATE that from the "SEALING!"
That is why it is so STUPID for SESSLER and GERMAN "REFORM!" to make the "SEALING" a COMMON THING and DRAWN OUT over a LONG PERIOD of INDEFINITE "TIME!" It goes with "THE SPEED OF LIGHTNING!"

THE KEY WORD IS "OR" = !!!

You will either receive the "SEAL OF GOD!" = OR = OR = OR the "MARK OF THE BEAST!" T6:130. BC 7:176. Ev. 235. It took a LOOONG TIME to prepare for it = the RESULTS will be like a SUDDEN DEVASTATION = and will LAST for all ETERNITY! (But may take quite a while before you are AWARE of what actually HAPPENED.)

AND WHAT DID HAPPEN = ???

Some would like to be able to FOOL AROUND and "AWAKE!" at the "SUNDAY LAW!" or be "GIVEN" a "CHARACTER-NATURE" WHEN CHRIST=MESSEIAH COMES! It may be at NIGHT = it may be at NOON = "SILENTLY = UNNOTICED!" and it is ALL OVER! GC 491,615,681. NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THAT = NOTHING WILL CHANGE! A DOUBLE GUARD OF ANGELS WILL PROTECT YOU! T1:182-2. EW 271.

AND THOSE THAT ARE NOT SEALED = ???

They "GET=THE=POWER!" that they have been SCREAMING for! And THIS IS "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" SEALED ON THE "WRONG SIDE!" SATAN is now FIRST PERMITTED to give them the "POWER!" And WHO gets it FIRST = those FIRST SEALED! And who is that? "JUDGMENT must COMMENCE WITH...!"

SO WATCH THE ADVENTISTS GO TO TOWN = !!

Those who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH." Who can "DEPART" from the FAITH - except those who were IN=THE ="FAITH!" Find what they do = SM 2:54. MM 88.

"THIS WILL BRING SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS TO THE TEST!"

SM 2:53.

THEN SATAN COMES IN A "FLYING SAUCER" with the "SUNDAY LAW!" (AFTER ADVENTIST PROBATION IS OVER!) GC 612, 624. ARA 147. TM 62. SM 2:51,383. SR 394-5. TM 411.
"MANY WILL BE CONFRONTED BY THE SPIRITS OF DEMONS =

Personating beloved RELATIVES or FRIENDS (you see why we need to know the TRUTH about the DEAD "KNOW NOT ANYTHING!") (THE "DEAD" WILL) "declaring the MOST DANGEROUS HERESIES...and will WORK MIRACLES to SUSTAIN their PRETENSIONS...JUST BEFORE US IS THE "HOUR OF TEMPTATION" which shall come upon ALL=THE=WORLD..." (READ ON!) GC 560. 1884 GC 377.

WHO WILL BE KEPT IN THIS HOUR = ???

Perhaps 50% who read this Paper = will know the ANSWER = RIGHT NOW = !!!! (But will NOT carry it THROUGH = !!!!) Because then they would be in TROUBLE = with the "ESTABLISHMENT!" With the Leadership! But, Like it or not = Believe it or not = "BEAUTIFUL PHILADELPHIA" will be "KEPT" in this HOUR! Or so it reads in Rev.3:10.

HERE WE HAVE "TIME" AND PLACE!"

We never saw this before. The Verse before has the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" = bowing at the Feet of the SEALED SAINTS. So this is DEFINITELY in the "SEALING TIME!" In the HOUR when the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" = (HOW COULD ANYONE PUT THIS TOGETHER WITHOUT THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY")

WHO BOWS AT THE FEET OF THE SAINTS = ???

REMEMBER = they are NOT called "SAINTS" until they are "SEALED!"

REMEMBER = the others are NOT CALLED "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" until they are NOT "SEALED!"

REMEMBER = in "MY FIRST VISION" = EW 15 and WTF 15 and 1846 "BROADSIDE" = the "INNUMERABLE "MULTITUDE!" do the "BOWING!" = before the FEET of the 144,000. So it is imperative that we know EXACTLY "WHO" the 144,000 "SEALED SAINTS!" ARE! And WHO and WHY the "HIRELING PRIESTS" = BOW at their FEET! EW 124. This is not all laid out for us in ONE PLACE = we must "RIGHTLY DIVIDE" the WORD OF TRUTH = and so we make a MAJOR DISCOVERY in "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" A Publication of 28 or 29 pages that URIAH SMITH HATED SO MUCH = he would not print it for 25 Years! - 45 -
And when forced to print it because OTHERS WERE = he CHANGED IT! So it keeps us JUMPING to find the ORIGINAL TEXT = and STEEL OURSELVES against what he ADDED = in his DRUNKEN RAGE = !!! LIKE A MAD BULL that cannot see straight! It is Time we did.

REMEMBER the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" bow before 144,000 "SAINTS." EW 15.

REMEMBER = at this "TIME" the 144,000 are "SEALED!" WTF 15.

REMEMBER = those who BOW at the feet of the "SAINTS" = "...this CLASS were "PROFESSED ADVENTISTS" who had FALLEN AWAY!" WTF 12.

REMEMBER = it is THEM that "BOW" in the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" WTF 12. Rev. 3:9,10.

REMEMBER = those that are "KEPT!" in this HOUR = are "PHILADELPHIANS!" That is WAY up in Rev. 3:10 = not WAY DOWN in Rev. 3:14 to 16 = in WAY DOWN "LAODICEA!"

Who are on that Devil's TRAIN going with the "Speed of Lightning to PERDITION!" The SAINTS are on a "LITTLE NARROW PATH CAST HIGH ABOVE THE EARTH." Which side will you be on = ??? You cannot get OFF that TRAIN - HELL-BENT for a WASH-OUT ahead = at a moment's Notice.

In Fact - once you get on that TRAIN = POWERED by "UNIVERSALISM=SPIRITUALISM=OCCULTISM=NEW AGE= "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE" = "What kind of a RED LIGHT" "UGLY SISTER" is this whose "LOVE!" is so OUT=OF=CONTROL it is not only "UNLIMITED!" with FORD=BRINSMEAD=HEPPENSTALL = but is is now "UNCONDITIONAL" with WILSON= HAL LINDSEY = and FOLKENBERG says he is going to CHANGE = "NOTHING!" The UNHOLY TRIO! ONE OF A KIND!

He was ELECTED BECAUSE he took OATH to PERPETUATE the HOAX! No other reason. So you go with them and then "BOW at the 144,000 PHILADELPHIAN FEET!"

THE CHOICE IS YOURS =

ALSO THE FATE =

HOW THANKFUL WE ARE THAT =

"THE HOLY SPIRIT" GUIDES US =

"INTO ALL TRUTH" and not "INTO ALL LIES!"

NOW READ - and in reading UNDERSTAND = 1884 GC 337.

This is the ONLY and TRUE = "ARMAGEDDON" = there is no other. It takes place when their "CAPTIVITY" is
TURNED = in the "VOICE OF GOD" HOUR. When ALL THE
RIGHTEOUS (144,000) face ALL THE WICKED = (the FEW
that are LEFT after 7 LAST PLAGUES and the DEVASTATING
"HAIL!" so that when CHRIST ACTUALLY COMES = 15 Days
later = (Last End of 1846 "BROADSIDE") The FEW that
SURVIVE ALL THAT = are "DESTROYED!" by the "BRIGHTNESS
of His COMING!" 2 Thess. 2:8. DA 108. GC 37,221,
(And 100 more.) HOW MANY ARE THEN ALIVE = after all
THAT = ??? For HEPPENSTALL = BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT in
1972 to "GIVE" you a "CHARACTER" as a "GIFT" when
"CHRIST COMES?" OH! HAPPY DELUSION! Imagine wanting
to REVIVE that again = !!! UNBELIEVABLE = !!!

HERE IS A JOB FOR SOME ONE =

We have not done it yet. It is IMPERATIVE = some one
should ASSEMBLE EVIDENCE = that "CHARACTER=NATURE" =
CANNOT be "GIVEN" as a "GIFT!" This is ONE THING
that God CANNOT DO - if He could = there would not
have been ANY NEED for this World. SATAN WOULD NEVER
HAVE SINNED - if his "NATURE" could be CHANGED from
OUTSIDE. It has to be INSIDE. This is what BRINSMEAD
and FROOM and PAXTON = SNEERED AT! It is all "WITH-
OUT!" = NOTHING "WITHIN!" was their SONG - was their
DANCE. And they had "AN INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE"
dancing to their TUNE. A FUNERAL DIRGE.

OLD TIME PREACHERS - USED TO LIKEN IT TO =

Holding a BABY. PUSHING A BUTTON = and it throws its
arms around you and says: "I LOVE YOU!" MECHANICALLY
= PROGRAMMED = COMPUTERIZED = a ZOMBIE. HOW MUCH
NICER! HOW BEAUTIFUL = for the BABY to do it THEM-
SELVES = because they WANT to do it = NOT because they
are PUSH-BUTTONED! There is actually nothing nicer in
this World = than a little BABY = throwing its arms
around its MOTHER and lisping: "MAMA! I LOVE YOU!"
A SURPRISE! ENEXPECTED! SELF-VOLITION! It just
WANTED to. It did not HAVE to! That's what makes it
PRECIOUS. It will be PRECIOUS to GOD! That's why we
must be FREE-MORAL AGENTS. This is the SUBJECT that
must be taken up to show the RIDICULOUSNESS of
BYPASSING THE "WILL!" = to "GIVE" you a "CHARACTER!"
If I only knew, like ELIJAH with the BAAL-PRIESTS =
MOCKING their ANTICS = "JUMP HIGHER!"
- 47 -
"SLASH YOURSELF DEEPER!" "MAYBE YOUR "GOD" IS SLEEPING?" "MAYBE HE IS ON A LONG JOURNEY!" "YELL LOUDER!" And THAT is "AWAKENING 1960!" = "REPEATED 1990!" FUTUILLITARIANISM! FATALISM = the CURSE of INDIA. NO SELF-MOTIVATION. "THE CURSE OF "WORKS!"
It is all there. SATAN is too SLY to bring it all out at ONCE - it must be PIECE-FED = a BIT at a Time!
"STEPS TO PERDITION." Does not sound like "STEPS TO CHRIST." Maybe we need to read that Book again! READ IT and MARK IT! A Book is not READ = if it is not MARKED! THOUSANDS have been BLESSED = by that BOOK. That's why the URIAH SMITH CULT = CHANGED IT! Put in that FIRST CONTROVERSIAL "TEARS IN HIS VOICE" = (LOVE!) CHAPTER.

THERE ARE NO TEARS FOR SELF-RIGHTEOUS PHARISEES =
THERE ARE ONLY TEARS FOR THEIR VICTIMS =
FOR PHARISEE CHURCH-LEADERS HE HAS ONLY =

"JESUS and all the HOST = looked with DISGUST!" EW 228. "...filled with INDIGNATION!" EW 220,246. "God will restrain His ANGER but little LONGER!" EW 44,48, 51,65,76,139,155,177,215,268,275.

NOW WE COME TO A DEVASTATING SUBJECT =

"HIS ANGER!"

This is PART and PARCEL of "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!"
It is as a Seventh-day Adventist Minister said in VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA = CANADA. He said: When the "SEALING" starts (Imagine telling people it STARTED in 1844 = !!! ADVENTIST MINISTERS are not "THAT" STUPID!) This one said when the "SEALING" starts = "ALL HELL WILL BREAK LOOSE ON EARTH!"

THIS SIGNALS THE RELEASE =

Of the PENT-UP "ANGER" of the Lord! And who does it hit first? Naturally those FIRST SEALED! And who is that? "JUDGMENT must COMMENCE with the "HOUSE OF GOD!" There will be the greatest CONFUSION the World has ever seen.

*****(A) PEOPLE DYING EVERYWHERE'S! (LEFT OUT OF EW 48.) "I saw that those who had the MEANS, were required to help SPEED these (SWIFT) MESSENGERS
That God had called to labour in His cause = and as "THEY" went from Place to Place (Not from "CHURCH" to "CHURCH" but from "HOUSE" to "HOUSE") "THEY" would be SAFE from the "PREVAILING PESTILENCE." But if any went that were NOT SENT OF GOD, (This is the Day we want to see!) THEY would be in DANGER of being CUT DOWN by the PESTILENCE...Soon the DEAD and DYING will be all around us. I saw that some would be so HARDENED as to even make SPORT of the JUDGMENTS of God. (Even now HOMOS became FRIGHTENED and took PREVENTATIVE measures = but now they say some of them throw all caution to the Wind and say: "TO HELL WITH IT!" and INVITE the "JUDGMENTS" of God!) ...Then the SLAIN of the LORD will be from one End of the Earth = to the other = they will not be LAMENTED = GATHERED = or BURIED = but their ILL SAVOR will come up from the Face of the WHOLE EARTH. THOSE ONLY who have the "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD" will be "SHELTERED" from the Storm of WRATH that will soon fall on the HEADS of those who have REJECTED THE TRUTH!" In Hope, E.G.WHITE. "PRESENT TRUTH" - MIDDLETOWN, CONN. SEPTEMBER 1849. RH 1:11. Isa. 28:22; 10:23. JER. 2:12,14. TM 385. SG 4:58.

*****(B) Under the "THE SEALING" Chapter = EW 36-38, THE 4 ANGELS hold the - 4 WINDS until the "REMNANT" are SEALED. (That is "THE REMNANT of HIS PEOPLE!"

Perhaps 7,000.)

*****(C) But at the same TIME = those TOO OLD = TOO WEAK = TOO YOUNG = to stand through the "7 LAST PLAGUES" = will be laid to REST. So we will not know WHAT IS WHAT and all will be "CONFUSION!" Such as never was since there was a Nation.

*****(D) Then the ADVENTISTS = who are SUDDENLY RELEASED like a SPRING = to "HEAL!" = raise "SR. WHITE" and "HOUTEFF" = who will go ARM in ARM down the AISLE at SLIGO = GC 624.

*****(E) Then SATAN appears in a FLYING SAUCER to put all the ADVENTIST HOSPITALS to Work in a MAMMOTH "INNOCULATION" PROGRAMME to STOP the "PESTILENCE." (AIDS?) (CANCER?) which will leave TEEMING CITIES = "DESOLATE!" GC 589.

*****(F) Then the next page = GC 626 = ADVENTISTS with their CATHOLIC LAWYERS = (MAGE and SPAULDING 1,2.) PASS the "DEATH DECREE!" Because it is "GOD'S
PEOPLE" that put a HEX on the GODLESS WORLD which is
CAUSING THIS "PESTILENCE!" So the "UNCONDITIONAL
HATRED!" of ADVENTISTS ("NOMINAL ADVENTISTS"
who think so much of that "NAME!" that they will pass $500.00 A
DAY FINES for the "INDEPENDENTS" that DARE to operate
without their HOLY PERMISSION = "THEY" are the CAUSE of
all their TROUBLE" "If they could rid the earth of us...") (Which they have been HOPING for 100 Years!)

*****(G) NOW THE WINDS ARE LOOSENED A BIT MORE = and
there will be a "WAR!" in the "SEALING" TIME = now that the "SEALING"
has turned to the WORLD. Find this in T1:270 but there it has been so CUT UP
and CHANGED = as to make it appear "YOUNG MEN and
WOMEN" = (For the FIRST TIME in the History of the
World = WOMEN in CANADA and the USA = on the FRONT
LINES!) as it reads here (T1:270) it APPEARS they will
be SAVED ANYWAY = but NOT if you take it from the

"ALL HELL WILL BREAK LOOSE!"

IN THE "SEALING TIME!"

IN THE "HOUR OF TEMPTATION!"

When ADVENTISTS become the "HEAD!" and NOT the "TAIL!"
THEY WILL LEAD "BABYLON!" This is "NEWS!" to you?
You never heard this BEFORE = ??? Where were you? It
was WRITTEN OVER 100 YEARS AGO!

"SO APOSTASY IN THE "CHURCH" ("OMEGA OF APOSTASY!")

"WILL PREPARE THE WAY FOR THE "IMAGE TO THE BEAST!"

GC 444 and 445, 606-6-8 shows us STEP BY STEP

how they will DO IT = !!!!

*************

As the "SABBATARIANS" in the Days of Christ = were the
WORST DEVILS the World has ever seen = Again as
History is Repeated = the "SABBATARIANS" will be the
WORST DEVILS the World has ever seen. WATCH THEM FROM
NOW ON = !!! They are now SEEKING for the "POWER OF
DEMONS!" from the POWER-POX CHARISMATIC PENTECOSTALS =
BE AFRAID to go to ANY=OF=THEIR=CHURCHES! EW 125. SM
2:140-153. - 50 -
IS THIS THE CRISIS = ???

A. JAN MARCUSSEN = "AMAZING TRUTH PUBLICATIONS" POB 68, THOMPSONVILLE, IL. 62890. Put out a 94 page "NATIONAL SUNDAY LAW" = written in such a DRAMATIC WAY in 1982 - by 1988 it went through "27 PRINTINGS." Whether they are affiliated with "AMAZING FACTS!" = we do not know. But they use the same dramatic approach. "THE SUNDAY LAW" is EVERYTHING = (it is not "EVERYTHING!") We are going to Shoot that - full of Holes, the Lord willing. IT IS NOT "EVERYTHING!" Watch for our coming Publication.

THERE IS SOMETHING ELSE THAT IS "EVERYTHING!"

Actually SM 1:205 tells us the TRUTH is buried in "SAND!" So out of the "SAND!" we have FINGERS appearing. But that is not the "HAND!" = "SUNDAY LAW!" is only a FINGER. It is NOT the "HAND!"

"THE CRISIS!"

They may find STATEMENTS that call the "ENFORCEMENT" of "SUNDAY" a "CRISIS!" The same as some find "SEAL" = but there is a SPECIAL "SEAL OF THE LIVING GOD!" = in relationship to a very SPECIAL "CRISIS!" and the "SUNDAY LAW" is not even MENTIONED!

AND BESIDES THAT THIS "CRISIS!"

That places the Soul "FACE TO FACE WITH DEATH!" COL 412(421) = says this "CRISIS!" = whatever it is = is "SUDDEN!" and "UNLOOKED FOR!" = as well as being a: "CALAMITY!" and there are a few more things ADDED there at this "TIME!" (Among other things it is "TOO LATE!" to change ANYTHING, the DIE is CAST = one way or the other.)
IT CANNOT BE THE "SUNDAY LAW!"

For they have been EXPECTING THAT FOR 100 YEARS! But this "CALAMITY-CRISIS!" - is "UNEXPECTED!" There is something now that is "UNEXPECTED!" (And no "SUNDAY LAW!" in SIGHT!) It is "JOHN OSBORNE!" Sent to us COURTESY of PHYLLIS DOBSON = FLORIDA. A = B = C.

*****(A) = JOHN OSBORNE and the "LOMA LINDA TAPES."
After which he made a "DEAL" with WILSON.
(We believe the whole thing was SET UP by the JESUITS and/or ILLUMINATI = (which is WORSE than JESUITS!) but the LORD has ALWAYS thrown CONFUSION in the RANKS of HIS ENEMIES = so that =

*****(B) = JOHN OSBORNE did not exactly DISAPPEAR = do his STINT and then go into LIMBO = but he set up his own "ROLLING HILLS SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH" POB 1844 = GRAND ISLAND, FL. 32735. Now JOHN OSBORNE has put out 2 Papers. 3 pages dated "NOVEMBER 29, 1990." And 5 pages dated "JANUARY 1991." It appears the TRICK = BACK-FIRED! THEY TRAINED HIM = ENCOURAGED HIM = PERMITTED HIM = (They did EXACTLY the SAME with FORD and F.F.BRUCE = and it BACK-FIRED the SAME WAY = he "BELIEVED" what they TAUGHT HIM!)
And so OSBORNE got the HABIT of "FINDING FAULT" with what ADVENTISM was doing = and (as FORD) continued to "FIND FAULT" with them and their Programme, and so they put OSBORNE (as they did FORD!) under CENSOR for BELIEVING what he was TAUGHT = !!! Neither one was as BIG A HYPOCRITE as THEY WERE! To TEACH what he DID=NOT=BELIEVE! No, neither FORD nor OSBORNE were as BIG HYPOCRITES as the Leadership that PROGRAMMED them! So now they are at OUTS = !!! You should not have CONTINUED what we TRAINED you to do!

*****(C) = OUR SPACE IS GONE = we have much more to say but we will try to put this in: "THE PENTECOSTAL (ADVENTIST) RELIGION" = Publication #663. September 8, 1990. That will probably be sent out at the same TIME as this one.

* * * * * * * * * * *

*****(D) = "THE FLORIDA CONFERENCE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE" pulled a BONER = they put OSBORNE under BANS = "INTERDICT" = the HAMMER of "EXCOMMUNICATIION!" or be "BURNED AT THE STAKE!" = they are out to
"CONTROL" or to "CRUSH!" "CRUCIFY HIM! CRUCIFY HIM!"
= "DISBAND" his Church = take down the "SIGN" that
this is a "CONGREGATIONAL BODY" = it seems EVERYTHING
they TRIED with JOHN MERIK and the "HAWAIIN COURT
CASE" = this seems to be a REPEAT! But they may find
they have a DIFFERENT "RATTLER" by the TAIL! MORE MONEY
= MORE PUBLICITY = DIFFERENT LAWYERS = LAWYERS IN TIME
= and what appears to be the MAIN REASON = ??? (This
is now under "FOLKENBERG?" JUST AS STUPID AS
"WILSON??") Because OSBORNE SAW THE DANGER OF:

THE "CELEBRATION" CHURCHES = !!!!

THIS MEANS = they are GOING AHEAD with "CELEBRATION =
CHARISMATIC = "HOLY FLESH" = PENTECOSTALISM =
SPIRITUALISM" = JUST EXACTLY as "THE SPIRIT OF
PROPHECY" PREDICTED = APRIL 17, 1901 = 90 YEARS AGO!
SM 2:31 and 100 other References = !!! That this is
what they would do. Because of T1:187 = this is
POSSESSION BY DEMONS! It is INSANITY! This is a
SPLIT that was PREDICTED in the BIBLE and TESTIMONIES
= a SPLIT between WISE and FOOLISH = but neither one
of them is WISE. They still want to HANG ON to the
"NAME!" = when the "SCUM" has not gone "OUT OF IT!!"

ANN DeMICHAEL WANTS TO KNOW =

WHO HAS SUGGESTIONS TO MAKE FOR A DRAWING = A "POT!!" =
WHOSE "SCUM" HAS "NOT GONE OUT OF IT!" BUT IS
DETERMINED TO STAY "IN!!" = come HELL or HIGH-WATER!

* * * * * * * * * *

WE HEAR THAT JOHN OSBORNE was not near as STUBBORN as
JOHN MERIK = he took the Sign down...

* * * * * * * * * *

AND PUT UP A BIGGER ONE = !!!

THE GANGS ARE FORMING =
WHICH SIDE WILL YOU TAKE = ???
YOU CAN NO LONGER PLAY IT "NEUTRAL!"

- 53 -
WHAT WE WERE WRITING = IN THIS:

"HOUR OF TEMPTATION" Publication #659 = May 16, 1990 = can now be BLENDED together as we CONVERGE on the SAME SUBJECT as we leave this Paper and now CONTINUE. Perhaps 1,000 will receive the "TEMPTATION" Paper = that will NOT receive "THE PENTECOSTAL (ADVENTIST) RELIGION" = Publication #653, September 8, 1990. If they are not interested enough to WRITE to be kept on = there is no use trying to PROD THAT DEAD BODY = to "ARISE and SHINE!" We do not hold a "CELEBRATION!" for them = we hold a "WAKE!" [LOOK FOR IT ON PAGE 15.]

ALZHEIMERs and ALUMINIUM

Just about the Time = we find an ARTICLE = warning us (NOT SDA SOURCE!) that ALUMINIUM on the BRAIN = causes ALZHEIMERs = they KNEW it and kept it SECRET = for 20 YEARS! It was FIRST EXPOSED by the "UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO" (CANADA) = you might be able to get an OUTSTANDING ARTICLE on it FREE = by sending in your NAME to be put on the Mailing List of: "AMERICA'S PROMISE" = P.O. Box 30,000, PHOENIX, AZ, 85046. ASK FOR JUNE 1990 Issue. (Otherwise they ask $2.00 for it.)

THEN SOMETHING ELSE COMES UP =

And we FORGET the IMPORTANCE of this = and before we know it = SOMETHING ELSE draws our ATTENTION and we do not know which "OMEGA" we should feature. THIS ALZHEIMER=ALUMINIUM CONNECTION is not as simple as it may sound. STOP ALUMINIUM WARE = and you are FREE of it - !!! No, you're NOT! You get it DIRECT in SALT = You get it DIRECT in "ANTI-ACID" TABLETS. You get it DIRECT in HAIR SPRAYS = UNDER-ARM DEODERANTS = and so many other places it would make your head reel.

WE ARE IN THE "OMEGA" OF THE MEDICAL APOSTASY.